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Chapter 1 
 

Fundamental Characteristic Developments 
 

a. Primitive Aqua Primates 

 
Guided by the belief of evolution, Modern anthropologists tirelessly preach an idea that human 

being’s ancestors came down from some treetops, and urge people to look for the so called 

“missing link” between the treetops living and the terrestrial surface living for our ancestors.   On 

the other hand, evolutionists overall also advocate that lives started from water.  

 

Now, then, the evolutionists have created for themselves one question that they either have 

never been aware of or they fail to answer if ignorance is not the case: How sometime in the past 

did some aqua animals choose to climb up to the trees to become our ancestors?    

 

If the principle and logic advocated by the evolutionists’ natural selection sound, they must 

find no reason to decline the following biological progress in nature: At the time some remotely 

ancient animal groups began finding more comfort in higher woods, a far more dominant number 

of their siblings and cousins must still dwell in the water.  Those climbing up the trees eventually 

developed into a species branch that is called arboreal animals.  If the group finding a new life in 

the wood happened to carry some fundamental biological characteristics of primates, no more than 

natural, this group would be called   arboreal primates for our further discussion.  The arboreal 

primates’ water staying siblings and cousins would then be called aqua primates.   

 

At the time the arboreal group spun off from their water staying siblings, they must develop 

new characteristic to adjust for the life in wood, while the aqua siblings’ biological feature felt no 

need to change for an environment that experienced no abrupt change but to continue the most 

faithful copying of the ancestors characteristics, some of which must be given up by the arboreal 

group.  Therefore, logic must lead to this conclusion:   

 

Only aqua primates, if ever existed, deserved the title of ancestors of all primates. 

 

 With the above conclusion, evolutionists must lead themselves to the following choice:  Are 

modern human beings the descendants of arboreal primates or aqua primates?  But, then, where is 

the archeological evidence that could witness the ever existence of some aqua primates?    

 

Spanning from Gibraltar to Japan, straddling two big land mass across Atlantic Ocean, all 

primates, big or small, share one outstanding feature: a pair of very frontally facing eyes.  If natural 

selection is to be believed, and if treetop is the only initial habitat for primates in the evolution 

history, how should a far broader spectrum of animals be exempted from adopting this feature, 

while they all must be selected by nature in the same environment?  

 

It is said that in the days that dinosaurs dominated the Earth, the biggest mammals could not 

be more than a pound in size to have a chance to live. If so, our direct mammal ancestors should 
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have appeared on Earth long before dinosaurs became extinct but with small size.  Indeed, 

nowadays primates do have some versions of small size. Typically, for example, a tarsier weighs 

less than half a pound, a pygmy marmoset is about five ounces, and a pygmy mouse lemur is even 

about an ounce.  Figure 1 shows how small a skeleton of a tarsier looks next to a skull of a gorilla.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most complete fossil of a primate ancestor—Ida, found in Germany—is believed to be 47 

million years old.  This only makes it reasonable to assume that primates have mammal ancestors 

existing way before 65 million years, the time mark of dinosaur’s extinction.  Small in size, living 

in the prolonged period during which dinosaurs thrived, these ancient primates were hiding 

themselves here and there like a small frog in a water environment but next to some land where 

grass or trees of any size could facilitate their hiding.   
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Spending their lives in water, each of them must expose their nostrils above water for air.  The 

need for air forced each of them to present itself as food source for predators flying high up in the 

air.  If some sensing organ could have alerted them about movement in the open air above, it 

certainly helped to preserve their life.  So naturally, the pair of eyes took over this task.   Trying to 

hide themselves below the water surface as much as possible on the one hand, but desiring the best 

vision toward the sky on the other hand, these mammals gradually had their eyes “squeezed”  

closer and closer by water.  As to those that could not have their eyes brought closer, a bigger 

chance for them to be lifted from the water as meals by the others was there waiting. 

 

With the distance between their eyes being so forcefully modified and shortened, the primate 

ancestors were in the making. For the purpose of illustration, let us call them primitive primates at 

this stage. Since they dwelled in water, let us further call them primitive aqua primates.  

 

The gradually getting closer and closer eyes not only helped the primitive aqua primates to 

successfully escape danger from the high air, but also gave them the better and better ability to 

discern spatial depth. This greatly enhanced their ability in reaching their targeted meals. Both 

better chance to escape danger and getting food enabled the primitive aqua primates to have higher 

chance to have descendants.    

 

 

 

b. An Amphibious Omnivore 

 

Besides the advantage given by their better vision, however, in comparison with other aqua 

mammals, the primitive aqua primates had many disadvantages. They had long limbs in relation 

to their body lengths. This meant that during swimming they needed to spend more energy to gain 

the same forward thrusting force in each stroke.  The frequency of strokes was also reduced 

because of the longer limbs. The tail they had was not equipped with a pedal-like end. Indeed, it 

was even highly questionable if they ever had a body part called tail at all.  They also had a 

comparatively wider shoulder, which created no streamline with the head, but, instead, more fluid 

resistance when swimming. All these came together to form a body structure that limited them 

from swimming like a fish or a dolphin or a seal.  In short, they were not good competitors against 

many other animals in swimming. 

 

Not only they were poor swimmers, but they also had no sharp claws. Being tiny and without 

a powerful hunting tool like an eagle’s talons, they could only have other even smaller animals for 

food. With so many physical disadvantages, to quickly overpower their small victims, they relied 

heavily on their teeth.  A pair of long sharp canines served them well.  For this characteristic, 

baboons certainly render a strong hint about the past hunting weapon of the ancient primates, 

although baboons would have been a giant version compared to those primitive aqua primates.  

Besides little animals, they also consumed vegetarian food as supplement.  

 

Compared to animal foods, vegetarian foods were easier to get.  Vegetarian food was more 

readily available on land than in water.  A great deal of small animals was easier to catch on land 

than those swimming swiftly in water, too.  The easier food sources thus lured some of the 
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omnivore primitive aqua primates to extend their dinner table to the land. However, there was a 

price to pay for the food on land―land predators were patrolling there.  So while foraging on land, 

the primitive aqua primates must always be prepared to rush back to water, where most of the land 

predators hesitate to go too far in. 

 

With a menu of profuse choices, the primitive aqua primates found themselves fit in an 

extensively wide territory on Earth.

 
 

 

 

c. Preparing for Bipedal Standing 
 

Being poor swimmers, they could not catch animals in water with their mouths like a fish or a 

seal because such action demanded strong thrusts from water propelling.  They needed to rely 

more and more on their forelimbs to arrest food.  This gradually degraded their mouths further as 

a vital weapon in attacking as well as defending.  The function as a weapon was gradually shifted 

more and more over to their forelimbs.  This further introduced another physique transition: when 

their forelimbs were busy with the job of fighting or food catching, the primitive aqua primates 

used their hind legs to handle the job of weight supporting and locomotion.  

 

The comparatively poor swimming ability could only limit the major activities of the primitive 

aqua primates to the shallow water domain; indeed, too much unexpected danger lurked in deep 

water.    To get air, they did not have to incessantly swim; the high content of fat resulting from 

their main food, the animal food, enabled them to float very easily for purpose of air access.  In 

areas where water was shallow enough, their two hind legs could stand on the solid bottom, while 

water buoyancy there could free their forelimbs for a function more critical to life―food catching 

and fighting.  This life style gradually let them feel more accustomed to a bipedal gesture.   

 

When they got on land, without the support of water buoyancy to their upper body, they still 

needed to spread their body weight on all fours most of the time.  However, whenever possible, 

they would take advantage of their bipedal skill that they had acquired in water, such as reaching 

food at place higher than their body height. Because of their unique living condition, they had far 

higher frequency of bipedal "training" in the evolution history than any other mammals. 
 

 

 

d. Advancing Forelimbs, Degrading Swimming 
 

The forelimbs must accomplish many tasks in the primitive aqua primates’ life: locomotion, 

food procuring, weight supporting, attacking, and defending.  Therefore, being agile and flexible 

would have become an indispensable requirement out of the forelimbs.  For more successful food 

accessing, their palms gradually developed in such way that the first toe and the other four toes 

were opposite to each other.  Dexterity gradually began.   

 

As their forelimbs gained more progress, their body structure also gradually altered itself to 

justify such progress.  As such, the bones and muscles commanding the forelimbs near the shoulder 
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grew stronger, making this portion of the body more massive. A more massive and more sideways-

protruding shoulder could only be very negative to their swimming.  To make the swimming even 

worse, their necks slowly became more slender in order to adjust for land activity.  A slender neck 

was more flexible to allow the heads to turn in many directions for better hearing and visual 

detection. 

 

Aside from the neck getting slender, their heads became bigger too.  From the point of view of 

fluid mechanism, the combination of a bigger head and a broader shoulder but with a slender neck 

in between was an extremely unfavorable development for swimming.   Inevitably, they became 

more and more a loser in water living.  It should not be surprising that, when certain other 

conditions showed up, some of them gradually found that terrestrial life was an easier life.  

 
 

 

e. Face Plane 

 

At this point, let’s introduce a term called face plane for further illustration. A face plane is a 

geometrical plane defined by the following three points on the animal’s face: tip of the snout and 

the two eyeballs.   So a face plane of a crocodile should be almost parallel to its spine; a face plane 

of a baboon is almost perpendicular to its spine when it stands on all its fours.  Of course, a human’s 

face plane is almost parallel to his spine too.   If we draw an arrow from the tip of a crocodile’s 

snout pointing toward the center between its two eyes on its face plane, the arrow would point 

toward its rear end. Let’s call it a negative plane.   If, however, we do the same thing on a human’s 

face plane, the arrow would point away from his rear end.   Let’s call it a positive plane.  Human 

beings carry a face plane that is the most positive compared to other mammals. 

 

For the primitive aqua primates in the old time, their face planes were very negative. However, 

two major life styles gradually made them adopt a body structure in which their face plane and 

their spine were getting more and more perpendicular to each other. 

 

The first life style was the manner in which they rested in shallow water: standing on hind legs 

while watching the sky for danger.   Depending this life style for survivorship generation after 

generation, their face plane and the spine would certainly develop an obvious angle. 

 

The second style was borne out of the necessities of land activity.  On land, due to the need for 

detecting predators and procuring food, their eyes needed to cover more angles in a three-

dimensional space.   In water, the eyes mainly looked upward; on land, they must  also look 

horizontally forward in the direction of movement. The eyes must often look down toward the 

ground as well.  Those that were unable to bend their head for the eyes to have a bigger sweeping 

angle would have a much slimmer chance to survive on land.
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f.  Hair on Scalp 
 

Thriving on a life style of being omnivores on a broad menu in water and on land, the body 

size of the primitive aqua primates were getting bigger and bigger each generation. Gradually, 

predators swooping from the sky became less of a threat to their existence.   However, the 

diminishing threat of the predators from sky did not yield true freedom to their heads that needed 

to be above water most of the time.   Their heads had always been some attractive nutritious source 

for another kind of menacing protein pursuers, the bloodsucking insects, although such insects 

were not some immediate life eliminators. 

 

Considering the primitive primates’ physical size and their comparatively slower manner of 

locomotion, venturing too far away from the waterline on land to forage might mean the price of 

a life.   So marshland, swamps, and mangroves—either bordering at freshwater or black water—

should be well-suited as their food baskets and haven for safety.  However, due to the huge amount 

of perished and rotten substances accumulated in these areas, many kinds of insects also saw these 

areas as favorable quarters for their infestation. As we know, many insects live on bloodsucking.  

When they attack, indeed, they always bombard the target in a swarm. 

 

To deal efficiently with the swarming attack from the insects, several defending strategies were 

deployed by animals: 

 

1. To shield themselves with foreign materials. This kind of technique includes making 

underground barrows, like naked mole rats, or staying underwater, like manatees. Neither of 

these fitted the lifestyle of the primitive aqua primates; 

2. To develop a shell, scales, or armor-like thick skin as snakes, land turtles, or pangolins. 

Given the physical size and the agility and flexibility that the primitive aqua primate required 

for survival, and being an endothermic animal, this option was absolutely impractical for 

them; 

3. To grow hair or fur over the skin.  Indeed, the thicker fur, the better.  Fur was light and 

almost never presented any hindrance to discount agility.   It is very possible that all land 

animals had developed fur not for the purpose of better temperature regulation to begin with, 

but for protection against blood (or other body fluid) sucking insects.  So this technique was 

almost the indisputable option for the primitive aqua primates to protect their scalp, which 

they must expose out of water all the time.  For the rest of their skin, strategy 1 had long been 

deployed, i.e., getting protection by being underwater. 

 

There was also another vital function to have hair on the scalp: it protected the thin but fatty 

scalp from sun ray exposure. 

 

With all characters that they had selected from nature, the primitive aqua primates were now 

carrying the following unique features with them: a basically nude body with thicker hair on top 

of the scalp, two frontally staring eyes that were quite close to each other, and running on land 

with all fours but being able to frequently stand on only their hind legs. In addition, their ears were 

not long pointed like other majority of terrestrial mammals, but instead, looked like a seashell with 

elliptically curved outlines like many aquatic mammals we find today.  Indeed, human beings’ 

seashell-like ears should suggest a strong kinship to some aquatic mammals in the past. 
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Nevertheless, with all these characteristics, a group of animals that were primates enjoying an 

amphibious living with partial bipedal locomotion began to take shape on Earth. 
 

 

 

Chapter 2 

 
Different Lineages 

 

 
a. Varying Habitats 

 
 

The environment for the ancient primates incessantly changed.  The waterline of the riverbanks 

and the coasts of the sea could never stay the same. Rivers could be flooded or dry up seasonally 

or yearly. In black water areas, the water levels were affected by the tides daily; in the long history 

of the Earth, ocean water levels have been raised or lowered many times.  All these inevitably 

forced the major habitats of the ancient aqua primates to constantly shift.  Such change must exert 

modification force on the primates to develop new features to fit the environment.  Changes also 

differed from area to area, thus logic developed by evolution must allow new linage diverging 

from time to time, and from one ecological habitat to another ecological habitat.  When diverging 

was not yet firmly certain, migration of the primitive primates between the wood and water must 

be some constant events.  However, for those having ventured too deep in the wood, they would 

have less and less chance to come back to the water hometown, and finally some arboreal linage 

of primate firmly took shape and stabilized in the woody environment. 

 

For those that settled well in arboreal environments, an ability to grasp tree branches well was 

a must.  The reason was obvious: they were comparatively small and had neither sharp claws nor 

powerful jaws with sharp teeth; staying high on trees was the most secure way to keep alive.  

Besides, fruits were usually high on the treetops.  To perfect the clasping ability, one toe on the 

foot gradually appeared opposite to the other four.  In the history of evolution, different batches of 

primates ventured into the wood at different epochs, but they all unexceptionally developed such 

features on their feet.  At the beginning of this development, countless of them that were unable to 

develop such a feature would end up perished, or, if luck be with these less adaptive ones, the 

incessantly varying nature may someday give them chance wondering back to the water to mingle 

with the not yet so different cousins.  There was always someone stubborn enough to find water 

life more suitable.  For those that continued to live in water, a forklike structure on the feet was 

not fit for swimming.  Therefore, lacking such a fork like foot, the human being’s direct ancestors 

must consistently belong to those stubborn ones. 

 

Bloodsucking insects swarming in the woods may not be as populous as in open areas next to 

the waterlines, but their bombardment was still fierce. So aside from hair on the scalp, those that 

settled in the woodland must also develop thick fur on the other part of the body surface for 

protection.  For those that continued to stay in water, including human’s direct ancestors, besides 
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the scalp, they had no chance and no need to develop a thick fur over other parts of the skin, which 

was submersed most of the time under the water where blood sucking insects would not reach.  

 

Some people proposed that human beings gained a smooth body surface because their 

ancestors somehow had the fur shed for some reason.  As far as the fur is concerned, it could 

provide covering for warmth, protection against bloodsucking insects, and shielding action against 

strong sun ray.  What is the advantage for some animal to lose it? Hippo is a mammal species of 

bare skin.  The Sun’s ray is definitely a disastrous source for their skin if they had expose too much 

under it.  In case shedding away the fur does have some advantage for some reason that we could 

not figure out, why is such an advantage inapplicable to the human scalp? In particular, if the 

hypothesis that humans started from Africa is near factual, what makes a black skin color better 

than fur in protecting the skin against the sun, or to fend against bloodsucking insects, which work 

twenty-four hours a day, all year long?  Why didn’t the exchange between skin color and fur extend 

to gorillas or chimpanzees? If the fur was a burden to animals roaming in the African savanna 

because of the immense heat there in the daytime, what do they have against the coldness during 

night time and winter after they shed the fur? 

 

In case some unseen force from nature must push human beings to extinction if fur had not 

been shed, why would the bloodsucking insects have left the then smooth, furless skin alone?  It 

is not uncommon that even with thick fur like a lion’s, an open wound on its body can become an 

invitation for the bloodsucking insects to lead the lion to death.  So it is hard to imagine that fur, 

once possessed, would not be a valuable asset for the animal to keep in the open African Savanna 

but must be shed away. 

 

Absence of a forklike structure on a human being’s feet initiates another hypothesis for its 

explanation: they lost this feature.  Did they lose it? What advantage did they gain in the process 

of losing it?  Or did their direct ancestors ever have it? 
 

 

 

b. Different Feet 
 

There exists an obvious difference on the soles between the two groups of primates, i.e., human 

beings as one group and all other primates as another group.  There is an arch at the inner side of 

our soles between the ankle and the first toe, while the other group has such arch between the first 

toe and the second toe.  It must be that both types of arches were formed after a long history of 

different curling actions. 

 

The arch shape of our soles suggests that our direct but remote ancestors rested their feet on or 

moved on flatter surfaces; this arch shape is particularly good for ascending between stair -like 

steps.  All other primates had an arch good for curling around rod-shaped surfaces.  For the 

ancestors leading to the human lineage, accuracy for landing on a flat surface did not have to be 

as high as jumped between tree branches like any other primates. Missing a step on a flat surface 

was not always life-threatening to a human being, but missing a branch in landing could mean loss 

of a life to the monkeys or apes.  So as long as our direct ancestors found no need to live in the 

woods, they felt no need to “improve” their feet structure with a forklike split between the toes. 

Indeed, instead of splitting the toes apart, their toes need to stick together for two important 
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reasons: (1) They needed a more concentrated sole area for better water propelling action during 

swimming, (2) the tightly packed toes could give them better bouncing and pawing action on flat 

land. 

  

In case some of the arboreal primates did once really intend to abandon the arboreal life for 

any reason but to attempt roaming on the flat savannah, their sole structure would have brought 

them to extinction. The reason was very simple: when some sizable predators came, what would 

they do? They were not strong enough to fight back, but needed to escape with all fours back up 

high on the trees as soon as possible. Running on flat land, their long and spreading toes provided 

weak leverage in lifting body weight during land locomotion. Swiftly "running" among trees meant 

alive; struggling to stride on flat land meant death.   Trading a life for a bipedal gait was absolutely 

no worth in it, and no chance can lead to the trading.  Bipedal movement shown by humans was a 

long practice of numerous generations, while a life could be destroyed in a split second. 

 

It may be true that the ancestors of monkeys or apes were social animals, but the strength 

consolidated by their social pack still offered no match to the predators. Besides, many of the 

predators like lions, hyenas, and wolves were also in social packs when hunting.  Although we 

found quite a few species of wood-dwelling primates living on grassland nowadays, we have found 

none of them giving up the trait of a separate first toe on their soles. 

 

The shape of the gorilla’s feet provided a strong support for the view that wood dwelling 

primates were unable to attain a sole with the absence of a forklike structure.  Being outstandingly 

heavier than any other primates, a gorilla’s foot showed the least split. With the gorilla’s body size, 

many predators could not present threats to their existence on land, and escaping to high trees for 

gorillas was not an inevitable option for safety.  So developing a pair of feet that must command 

eminent gripping power did not seem vital for their survival.  Extensive ground living of 10 million 

years for this specie of primates should have allowed them to give up the forklike structure on their 

feet.  However, this was not what nature had designed.  The simple reason is that their toddlers, 

and smaller-sized females must escape to the treetops when predators approach.  The forklike split 

on their feet is so critical for their safety.  If the nature gave no reason for the gorillas to give up 

the forklike structure on their feet, she would equally give no reason for another species of primate 

to abandon this feature and let this species develop into Homo sapiens, a species with a body size 

much smaller than a gorilla.   

 

Equipping their hind legs with a power not for gripping but for swimming, our direct ancestors 

could outmatch most of the land predators in water when escaping from land.  Besides, if our direct 

ancestors needed to reemerge out of water to gain access to land again, it would be far more 

unpredictable for the land predators; an arboreal animal that has escaped to the treetops could be 

constantly under the surveillance of the same predator. So an ape with a pair of feet that was more 

adaptable to water life would have a higher chance to survive the predator’s chasing and will pass 

its physical trait to a descendant. 

 

The foot structure for an arboreal ape developing into ours, in case it were ever true, must mean 

that the first toe of our feet had been relocated from a place near the ankle to the front of the feet.  

It also became the strongest toe of the five while gaining this position.  All arboreal primates have 

their feet point outward when they stoop, while the long first toe points diagonally inward.  An 
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intense bipedal movement like the human beings’ running must force their feet to point forward 

more to gain stronger thrust.  Subsequently, the two first toes would have to turn more inward.  

Now, these two toes must be either in each other’s way in the movement, or they could be hitting 

the lower portion of the other leg; high frequency of serious hurting on the first toe might result 

from this.  To rescue the species, the natural selection’s sieve would have first shortened the first 

toe to increase speed.  The next most time-saving arrangement for the rescue was to have a stronger 

toe developed from the other four, such as the second toe or the third toe.   A shortened first toe 

but a stronger second or third toe would most likely move the first toe to an appendix position, like 

the dew claws of cats and dogs, or even birds. So far, we have seen no high-speed moving animal 

carrying a strong first toe. How do we devise an environment, which can result in a bipedal animal 

species that can shift their appendix first toe to the front and let it become the strongest one like 

what human beings have? 

 

When we inspect all the primates' hands, they all have four fingers much longer than their 

thumbs. This is a good suggestion that their thumb was once preparing to move to the appendix 

position.  In the old days when the aqua primate ancestors still lived in water, they always found 

themselves needing to cling on some twigs or grass stalks near the water edge for their body to 

partially staying in water. Naturally, they curled the finger around these rod-shape objects. Among 

all the fingers, the middle one was the most out extending one, but the first and the fifth one were 

at the most trivial position.  To make it worse, the first one could become a hindrance in fast 

running just like what we mentioned about the first toe on the feet for the arboreal primates.   For 

this, selection made by nature was about to send the first one to the appendix position so that it 

could be out of the harm's way during running.  However, during this process, an advantage 

appeared: the thumb became easier to be opposite to other fingers.  The dexterity subsequently 

following certainly brought advantage to the primates.   The thumb now lost the reason to move 

further to an appendix position but stay firm at the position it had gain.  However, this advantage 

did not apply equally to all primates.  Gibbon is one of those that continued to move the thumb to 

a much more trivial position. 

 

In short, the human being’s feet did not have any chance to have developed from arboreal 

primates.  To those ancient aqua primates, before they trapped themselves into adopting an arboreal 

life, a foot structure without toe split made them happier in the sieve of natural selection.  They 

need a flatter sole with more concentrated area to continue their swimming. 

 

If we accept that life did start from water, then the hypothesis that human ancestors once 

dwelled in treetops should not avoid explaining why the development of our soles had gone 

through this route: First, no conspicuous forklike split to start with, as hinted by most aqua 

mammals; second, a forklike split structure between toes; third, to restore to a situation that a 

forklike split is eliminated. Did we see the same back and forth rerouting happen on other animal 

species?         On the other hand, without the predecessor of some aqua species but asserting some 

sudden appearance of arboreal ancestors to have the human linage begun, evolution has to make 

itself a religion―human life is created out of nothing and nowhere but then placed in an arboreal 

cradle to start by an unknown force.    
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c. Aqua Apes 
 

In the long journey of evolution, different groups of primitive aqua primates left the aquatic 

life behind for an arboreal life at different epochs and in different areas under different ecological 

conditions, yielding the broadening of the spectrum of primate species. Living in utterly different 

environments, all  primate species carried the same outstanding characteristics: a pair of very 

frontally facing eyes and five long toes—later called fingers—on their forelimbs.   However, at 

some point, some aquatic primates seemed undergoing an abrupt change with their body: losing 

the tails in comparison to monkeys, lemurs and many other primate species. 

 

How the aquatic primates ended up losing the tails and stepping into a phase called ape is a 

mystery to us. However, that the ancestors that all nowadays primates share had never had tail 

could be highly more potential as the reason why modern apes do not carry a tail.   The idea that 

apes were some linage spun off from monkey could well be just a make-believe, a fantasy that has 

never been tested and verified, and could be as invalid as the idea that human beings are 

descendants of some ancient treetop dwellers.     It could well be the other way around―all non-

ape primates are descendants of some kind of ancient apes.  The reason for these non-ape primates 

to have developed a tail is for them to have a more secured arboreal life when encountering a new 

but woody environment: a strong tail for prehensile need, or a flexible and agile tail for better 

balancing at high speed movement among trees.  Subsequently, they lost the ape’s tailless feature.   

An interesting fact from DNA study reveals that lemurs and most monkeys have more 

chromosome counts than apes.  Could the extra chromosome count mean that its appearance is to 

accommodate the appearance of 

the tail?   On the other hand, some 

short tail monkeys like rhesus 

monkeys have simpler count than 

modern apes.  Could this be a hint 

that the tail on monkeys did start 

from some tailless ancestors which 

the nowadays tailless ape also 

share as ancestors?   Nevertheless, 

the theory of evolution heavily 

relies on organ addition to have 

life form progression move 

forward.  But when it comes to the 

evolution of primate, evolutionists 

tirelessly advocate the mechanism 

of organ reduction: losing a tail, 

shedding fur, fusing DNA, all the 

way up to depriving of ancestors 

that could, however, suddenly 

appeared on treetops to function 

procreation.  As a matter of fact, a 

potentially possible tailless body 

for the ancient primitive can lead 
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us to cast serious doubt on that mammals, at least primates, were developed form reptiles.  

 

Since such tailless predecessors mentioned above had the water environment as their major 

habitats, they then should be called aqua apes.  At this epoch, arboreal apes that we found today 

were still animal species in a remote future. Indeed, the face feature of gorillas, chimpanzees, and 

orangutans together still give us strong hint about their sharing some common ancestors of water-

living origin. 

 

If we put an orangutan, gorilla and chimpanzee together (Fig. 3), we will find that they all have 

a large distance between their noses and their upper lip; the same feature is not so obvious with 

most of the monkeys.   This unique feature for the apes should have been so resulted: After the 

ancestors of various species of monkeys ventured into the wood, the dominant branch of aqua 

primates were still living in water.  The water living continuously required them to shorten the 

distance between the eyes and the nose for the same reason they felt the need to shorten the distance 

between their eyes.  During this process, the mouth was an unnecessary part to expose above water, 

but must be kept below it as much as possible in order to minimize the exposure of their body part.  

In other words, before the water environment had given enough time to have the tailless aqua 

primates shortened the distance between their nose and eyes, some of them ventured into the wood 

and gradually developed a tail to adjust for the new environment.  So changing for new adaptation 

and becoming monkeys, however, they retained the limb-body proportion of their ancestor with 

more faithful copying than the modern wild apes.  We will explore later why the arboreal apes 

must lose the copying of such proportion.  In so exploring, however, we should prepare to accept 

one thing: although monkeys and wild apes were parted from the same tailless primitive aqua 

primates, while monkeys were in the way of formulating in the wood, arboreal apes were not yet 

given birth by nature. The apes were retained in water to have their facial feature modified.       

 

At this point, it is worthwhile to notice that the habitat of the Gibraltar Barbary Macaques is 

located at the extremely west end of the Euro-Asia land mass and the habitat of Japanese snow 

Macaques is located at the extreme east end of the same land mass. Both of them carry short tail. 

With this evidence, Mother Nature is to tell us that primates across the west and east on the same 

land mass have been marching along the evolution path with paces and melody quite in beat with 

each other.  This in turn tells us that Africa should be potentially excluded as an irreplaceable 

cradle for primates of any kind.  Somewhere else was “chosen” for being their cradle.  
  

 

 

d. Nose vs. Water 

 
Gorillas and chimpanzees and orangutans all do not have a protruding nose like us, and their 

nostrils merely present two blowholes (Fig. 3). Surrounding the gorilla’s blowholes is a raised 

ridge of skin.  Not as obviously as the gorillas’, orangutans’ two blowholes located on the face at 

the bottom of an area that is more or less concave. 

 

Comparatively, many kinds of monkeys—such as baboon, Japanese macaque, Gibraltar 

monkey—carry a more pronouncing shape for their noses than the apes.  Why did the apes' nose 

take such a shape? The answer is the need of a constant airflow by their aqua ancestors.  With this 
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nose feature, the early aqua apes could manage to have an uninterrupted breathing easier . If they 

took the shape of our nose, they must either bob their heads up and down to take an on-and-off 

airflow or constant exposure of a bigger portion of their head above water.  This is a negative 

factor against their survival in addition to their ever degrading swimming skill.  The exposure had 

two disadvantages: to align their body more toward a vertical direction in relation to their 

swimming and to sink a bigger portion of their body into the water to acquire the same buoyancy.   

The shape and arrangement of their nostrils were good only for swimming in relatively calm water.   

To swim in vigorous water area, an aqua mammal needs a blocking mechanism for the blowholes 

like what dolphins or manatees have, as well as a corresponding ability to hold breath for a long 

diving.  But the aqua primates had neither.  

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Fig. 3 

 

 

 

e. Wood-Dwelling Apes 

 
Aqua ape’s body structure was not supportive to high-speed swimming. Therefore, the aqua 

habitat gradually presented more and more threatening to their existence.  Terrestrial environment 

thus presented certain attraction to them.  With a gradually bigger body size and living in social 

pack, when venturing on land they could now better defend themselves than their ancestors did in 

early days.  The easier accessing food source supplied by plants led to a new lifestyle.   After luring 

many batches of primitive aqua primates to branch off as monkeys, the wood now lured many 

batches of aqua apes to branch off as arboreal apes. 
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After getting in wood, they encountered no obvious natural reason to force their nose to take 

another shape.   At least airflow for breathing in wood had no difference from that in water; indeed, 

it was even better because water choking would no longer happen at all if not in rainy days.  Insects 

in dense wood were also much less swarming than near the water edges. So lacking the need for 

new adjustment, they basically retained the same shape of nose as when they left the water and 

passed down the same feature to their offspring generation after generation. 

 

Since the apes were bigger than their ancestor, when resting on land, the center of their body 

gravity was naturally more elevated than that of their ancestors. This proposed a problem for their 

balance on a tree branch in comparison to the monkeys. 

 

If the height of the center of gravity was doubled, the corresponding body weight of an animal 

might get several times heavier.  If an ape was twice as high as a monkey and assumed to be five 

times as heavy as a monkey, then the feet of a 

bigger ape needed to demand a gripping power ten 

times as strong as the monkeys’ on the branch in 

order to command the same balance on the trees.  

This was literarily a torture to the apes’ feet (Fig. 

4). To make up what the foot unable to handle but 

to stabilize themselves on tree branches, they grew 

longer arms.  Besides, the bigger branches able to 

correspondingly support their weight are farther 

apart from each other.  So, a bigger arm span had 

much bigger advantage than wider leg straddling 

between branches; the bigger arms span always 

placed the body gravity center below the pivot 

points, i.e., where the hands were gripping, but a 

wider leg straddling could only mean to further 

elevate their body gravity center. The longer arms 

span resulted in a stronger upper body but a pair of 

under developed leg for the arboreal apes.  

Underdeveloped, however, they did show better 

bipedal movement than monkeys.  If bipedal 

movement was a consequence of long history of 

training in water, their shorter legs but better bipedal gait could only suggest that their ancestors 

did stay in water longer than that of monkeys.    

 

In contrast to the bulkier apes, with a smaller body, monkeys could find more single branch to 

support their body weight. Their lower center of gravity of the body also had less chance to tip 

them out of balance when they walked on a single branch with all fours. They had no need to 

develop a longer arm for bigger arm span.  Instead, they would rather keep a pair of longer and 

stronger hind legs for leaping, which meant a more swift locomotion among trees.   So the monkeys 

may well have retained the proportion between limb length and body that their primitive aqua 

primate ancestors had.  Being closer to this proportion, our body structure should give us a strong 

indication that our direct ancestors had never gone up to the trees to mix with the arboreal apes; 
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rather, our direct ancestors retained something similarly shared by the ancestors leading to the 

appearance of monkeys.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

f. Aqua Ape’s Life 

 
To those aqua apes not having ventured into the wood but continued to stay around in the water 

environment, retaining a pair of longer legs was required by the need of swimming.  Their soles 

were also so justified by developing a more concentrated area for water treading.  For this, their 

toes were gradually getting more and more compacted together while also shortened. 

 

Because of their body shape, as mentioned before, swimming became more and more a 

struggle for them.  From time to time, their impaired ability of snatching fast-moving food in water 

and their incompetence against other more aggressive marine animals got them into crisis.  They 

must increasingly get on to land for an easier food access.  But the food on land, especially the 

vegetation food, would supply them with less fat content than the food from water. For this reason, 

the aqua apes never had a chance to develop a thick fat layer underneath their skin like many other 

aqua mammals.  The lowering content of body fat weakened their ability to resist cold temperature 

in water.  This further shifted their lifestyle more and more to rely on land life. But before a 

terrestrial life was completely settled, there was still a long process of transition, which should be 

a surprise if it needed tens of million to accomplish. 

 

Slowly, as each later generation showed up, their body-fat content subdued. However, 

compared to those primates that have long dwelled in the woods, they still retained the highest 

level of fat in their body.  The fat they retained had made many generations of them to accustom 

to spending their leisure time in water by floating with their belly up.  With the security feeling 

guaranteed by their increasing size, they could afford to spend their leisure time in this manner 

now, although danger may still showed up here and there if they were not careful enough.   

 

Life became increasingly embarrassing to them. The aqua dining room became more and more 

inaccessible to them with their poor swimming skill; the treetops in the heavy wood area would 

not allow them to thrive there because of their feet structure.  So they must increasingly extend 

their food basket to open but dry land.  The forelimbs now were more for food catching or fighting 

than supporting body weight for running. The proportionally shorter forelimbs, compared to their 

hind limbs, made it awkward to support body weight with all fours anyway, not to mention running 

on all fours. Shorter forelimbs also forced them to bend their neck more backward for a better 

vision if they must run on all fours.  Their face plane had become more perpendicular to their 

spine. To avoid the discomfort caused by the backward neck bending, standing up straighter and 

straighter is the solution. Accordingly, the task of locomotion must be shifted more and more to 

the hind legs.  The increasing land life began to perfect the bipedal locomotion that they had 

mastered well from the water environment.  Long toes like what wood-dwelling apes had were 

unjustified for efficient bipedal movement.  Shorter and shorter toes became more helpful. 

However, wide contact between the soles and the ground was still necessary. It is so needed in 
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order to avoid sinking in soft mud too easily and to reduce fatigue in body-weight supporting.  So 

in compensation of the lost areas due to the shortened toes, the length and width of their soles 

extended proportionally.   

 

 

 

g. Beginning of a Raised Nose 
 

Heavier land activities were also more heavily taxed. Not by ordinary predators but by the 

bloodsucking insects.  The aqua apes that were unable to attain an arboreal life must make a choice 

between the following: (1) to have easier food source on land but to face more frequent attack by 

those insects or (2) less attack by insects in water but also less food along with their poorer and 

poorer fitting in water life. 

 

The insects in open space but next to water edge were much more heavily swarming than in 

thick wood where the aqua apes’ arboreal cousins dwelled.  Even so, to them, easier food source 

outweighed the hunger that an aqua life may frequently lead to; aqua life had been more and more 

hostile to them not only because of their unsupportive swimming skill but also because of their 

reduced endurance against cold temperature.    

 

When moving to land, developing a fur to cover the entire body other than a limited area like 

the scalp should have been a natural choice for the aqua apes in warding off the bloodsucking 

insects.  However, developing a fur was a slow process.  Their arboreal cousins had achieved it 

much earlier in the evolution history.  Those leaving the water must later take another long period 

to get the same.  Before the fur could really be there for protection against the bloodsucking insects, 

they must still heavily rely on the shielding action of water whenever possible. 

 

If we accepted that primates originated from water, we would find an interesting time line 

correlated with the fur thickness among the various species of primates.  Among the primates, 

lemurs and monkeys, typified by gelada or mandrill, have the thickest fur, gorillas next, and then 

chimpanzees and bonobos.  As to human beings, they practically have bare skin.  This seems to 

reveal a certain degree of correlation between the fur thickness and the time sequence in which 

their skin began to separate from certain protection. What was the source of such protection, if not 

water? 

 

The bloodsucking insects had forced the aqua apes to stay in water for an extensively long 

period during the entire journey of evolution; the water shielding was so imperative to the aqua 

apes. However, no matter how the aqua apes shield their body, they could not have their nose 

shielded. Taking the shape of blowholes like those revealed by the arboreal apes, their nostrils 

served as an easy entrance for the swarming insects to get inside to their body. It was even more 

so during intense inhaling. This was not only feeling bad but sometimes was also dangerous 

because the insects consistently created open wound inside the blowholes. Disease or parasites 

were so directly introduced.  Wasn’t it nice that the blowhole could be shielded but free breath 

could still be kept?  A raise hood over their blowholes gradually showed up.  The raised hood 

altered the direction of the inhaled airflow; the insects found it more difficult to gain shortcut to 

the blowholes.  Not only this, the raised hood offered an inner surface for hair to grow; this further 
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blocked the insects from entering.  As a by-product, the raised hood also helped to warm up the 

air intake a little; this was certainly a plus to their health. 

 

Now, a nose—a real nose, other than just two blowholes—was taking a more and more 

prominent shape on the face of the aqua apes.  Of course, the newly gained hood over the blowholes 

would further impair their swimming skill.  However, because they very often spent their time in 

water with belly up, the advantage of a raised nose outweighed the disadvantage. 

 

Now, we seemed to be able to tell that through the same time duration of evolution, a special 

lineage of primate had experienced more drastic change than other lines of mammals.  To endure 

all these changes and survive the entire evolution path, such a particular species must have 

demonstrated some unusual biological characteristics. This unusual biological characteristic 

should not have been merely some simple variance or modification of body structures.  Natural 

disasters always came at a higher speed than body adjustment.  An ability to guide a rapid escape 

from the disaster or hardship as well as an ability to lead to, or even create, a more favorable 

environment should be far more benefiting to keep the species surviving than just a few limited 

body structure modification. This ability needs intelligence.  It only came from the brain.  All these 

meant that after surpassing all hurdles along the evolution path, a special linage of aqua apes that 

had intelligence began to show up on Earth. With this ability, they gradually began to apply 

materials from the environment to compensate what their physical limitation had failed them.  As 

this came, another kind of ape, neither living in wood nor absolutely relying on water, began to 

take shape in the spectrum of the animal kingdom. 

 

In the long period of being aqua apes, by spending much of their life floating in water with 

belly up, they gradually molded their face plane to a positive pointing direction, closer and closer 

to be parallel to their spine. A positive face plane nearly parallel to the spine offered convenience 

for a new locomotion gesture: walking straight upright with only two hind legs while completely 

freeing two forelimbs for more complicated tasks.  Indeed, even the ancestors of gorillas and 

chimpanzees already achieved a certain positive degree on their face plan, but they left the water 

way too early and missed a lot of “training” in the water classroom. 

 

Aqua apes, after sending gorillas, chimpanzees and et al to ascend into the trees, with their 

current upright bipedal walking gesture, were grabbing stones from the ground to prepare a new 

chapter in the primate evolution history. 
 

 

h. Hominids 

 
Group after group of losers from the water life now took a new route on land with the hope 

that a new arena, a new colony, would offer them better opportunity. 

 

Terrestrial life may be more resourceful to them, but not that much easier than water life. Being 

slowly compelled to leave the water, compared to many other terrestrial animals, their new 

ventures were very physically limited; too often they were even unable to bite to hurt other animal.  

They could not rely on merely their physical buildup to earn a living on land without assistance. 

However, besides the lifeless material objects in the surrounding, no one else could assist them. 
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This just simply meant that they must enter a stage of applying material objects in the surrounding 

to assist themselves in order to colonize the non-water environment.  Tool utilizing and tool 

making were brought to the animal world by the aqua apes that now entered a new phase of 

evolution.  At the beginning, even a simple rock throwing but guided by a certain purpose in 

enhancing surviving could be viewed as tool using, and the action of simply picking up the rock 

for such throwing must be regarded as tool making as well. Tool using accelerated their desire as 

well as their chance of terrestrial living.  An animal pack that was capable of tool using was about 

to launch a no-returning revolution in nature conquering. 

 

The transition from water life to land life took long time.  Nothing was easy at the beginning: 

their physical unfitness in a new world, the overwhelming land predators, the swarming 

bloodsucking insects were all against them. However, a new dwelling quarter was the only exit for 

continuation of living on.  Those who felt more confident in their talent on tool making and tool 

utilizing pioneered more frequently on the exploration of land life. 

 

Now, they slowly advanced them to a phase that is so-called hominid.  During the transitional 

period from heavily aqua living to being completely isolated from aqua living, they should be 

called aqua hominids.  At the time they completely stayed away from water environment except 

regarding water as part of the food menu, they brought out the species of terrestrial hominids.  Not 

all aqua hominids became terrestrial hominids at the same time at all locations.  It was very possible 

that in this phase of evolution, they had been walking with perfect bipedal gait on ground. 

However, since the environment of nature was never uniform across the entire Earth, some groups 

were inevitably trapped in situations with more frequent tool utilization than the others. In this 

period, aqua hominids and many successive batches of land hominids overlapped.  Eventually, 

after a long history of wading between water and land, the last primate that was accustomed to 

water disappeared from Earth. The aqua primate was extinct forever; no "missing link" can ever 

visually present to modern man―the link was hid in water forever. 

 

With the discovery of many fossil records that had direct indication of existence of human 

beings, we would like to say that one million years before today may be a time mark for the aqua 

hominids to disappear.  Surrounding this time mark, we found  some substantially earlier, such as 

the owner of the skeleton of Homo ergaster (1.5 million years), and some substantially later, such 

as Neanderthal (various found between four hundred thousand years to thirty two thousand years), 

Peking man (seven hundred thousand years old), Yuanmou man (six hundred thousand years old).  

The lineage leading to the ancestors of the Caucasians may be even later. (Will a speculation of 

one hundred thousand years be too far away from fact?) On the other hand, since the skeleton of 

the Homo ergaster is so old, with the upper trunk looking so trapezoidal (Fig. 13), nobody should 

be able to judge with certainty that this skeleton’s live owner must walk perfectly straight up like 

modern human beings or retain a slight stooping posture when standing. 

 

 

i. Hair Form 
 

When we mention hair growing on the scalp of the aqua primates, someone may argue that 

hair on the scalp easily blocked their vision during their swimming and thus this development 

should not be favored by evolution.  This argument is probably drawn from the observation on 
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modern human races with straighter hair. It was not necessarily this way in the old days.  In some 

way, the length of hair of mammals seemed being able to adjust itself.  In the old time, if the aqua 

primates or aqua apes could grow hair that would shed at a certain length, then swimming with 

hair would not be a problem to them. Just like sea otters or polar bears, hair does not present a 

problem to their swimming.  In case a gorilla or a chimpanzee could swim nowadays, the length 

of hair on their scalp would not interfere anything either.  Another trick to avoid the hair from 

intervening the swimming was to develop a hairstyle that was tightly curled. 

 

Naturally, someone may feel suspicious whether or not humans’ pubic hair, besides hair on 

scalp, is also a result of bombardment by bloodsucking insects. How would hair needed to grow 

there if some aqua ancestors’ bodies were said to have always been shielded by water?  We notice 

that a human body has four smelly areas: two armpits, the crotch area, and the anus.  When in the 

phase of aqua apes, their constant gesture of floating with bellies up always exposed the crotch 

areas openly.  The crotch area was a strongly odorous area to attract high concentration of 

bloodsucking insects.  Even far smellier, the anus turned out to be far less hairy.  This phenomenon 

should give us a support of the idea that there was one time our ancestors had their crotch area 

exposed more frequently than the anus.  Floating in water with belly up should be a reasonable 

explanation for that.  Their armpits, also smelly, might not be as open as the crotch area to the 

insects and thus resulted in less hair growing in these areas. 

 

We also notice that pubic hair begins to show up when humans’ pubic areas start to secrete 

stronger odors.  Is this coincidental or consequential?  
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Chapter 3 

 
Origin: From Africa? Or Not! 

 
a. The Early Primates Habitats 

 
In those very primitive days, aqua primates were small, equipped without menacingly 

aggressive body part to become absolute carnivores.  Avoiding being preyed became one of the 

essential efforts in their daily life.  Like many small animals, their strategy to increase the chance 

of the individual surviving was to live in swarm. To guarantee such continuous existence of 

swarming, a high number of reproduction was necessary; their habitats must be favorable to such 

reproduction activity.  Given their special living style and body structure, they must live in some 

areas that were warm most of the time in a year. Besides, water must be relatively calm, and 

abundant supply of fresh water was a must, even for those lived in black water areas.  Surrounding 

these water areas, at least not too far away, must be also large areas of vegetation.  So river delta 

areas adjacent to ocean coasts where wetland, marsh, swamp, and mangrove are overwhelmed 

should be the most favorable places for them to live. 

 

If we look at the tectonic plate map for the Earth about 100 million years ago (Fig. 5 and Fig. 

6), we will find that along north latitude of twenty-five degrees on the Eastern Hemisphere there 

was a belt of giant size islands.  This belt extended from the Far East China coast all the way to 

the point that matched the present Gibraltar Strait in the west.  Compared to any other areas in the 

map, this island belt should be some areas providing the most favorable living condition for the 

primitive aqua primates.  First of all, this belt located at the best temperature zone, as it was 

certainly an area that was free of long and severe winter climate.  The primitive primates’ naked 

body could resist cold temperature only to a certain degree with their relatively high content of 

body fat, but their small size limited the energy they could store. Between the islands, water 

provided them easy mean for migration traffic. So as seasonal temperature varied, they could easily 

move toward south or north of the belt accordingly.  Second, next to those giant islands in the belt, 

there would certainly be an abundance of small islands.  All these big and small islands would 

come together, embracing a big but also relatively calm water body. Comparing with the nowadays 

geological condition, we could also be confident of saying that the overall freshwater supplies in 

these areas were more than ample in the old time. 
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Fig.5 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8 
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Fig. 9 

 

(Fig. 5 to Fig. 9 are published by the U.S. government.) 

 
 

 

b. The Early Surviving Strategy 
 

The field as favorable habitats was extensively big; overall resources of water and food never 

ran out of supply, and temperature was comfortable.  All these were favorable to high number 

reproduction for small animals.  Subsequently countless clusters of these aqua animals spread all 

over in this island belt, combing back and forth on this part of the Earth round the year.  To achieve 

high number of reproduction, prolific reproduction and short gestation period that was not 

restrained by seasons should be the most effective ways.  Limited by the living condition in water, 

prolific reproduction could not be an option for aqua mammals. So the little primitive aqua 

primates chose short gestation period.  It is impossible to tell what the gestation period was for an 
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animal 100 million years ago, but we could take some data (rounded up in days) of smaller 

mammals for reference: 

 

bat 40                   rabbit 31                   dog 61 

sea otters   60     squirrel 44                mouse 21 

 

Coming back to the primates, galago is found to have about four months of gestation period 

and tarsiers about six months. Some speculated forerunners of primate called Hadrocodium Wui 

found in Asia (“The Rise of Mammals,” National Geographic, April 2003) that was believed to 

be 190 million years old had even smaller body volume than the animals listed above. They would 

potentially have shorter gestation period.   Although they might not be the direct ancestors leading 

to our appearance, the point is that there could be a strong possibility that the primates leading to 

our existence were very tiny to begin with.  If so, such primates should have short gestation period, 

being able to ensure the frequent replacement of the loss of individuals caused by many reasons, 

particularly the predators.  Since food seemed to be a year-round supply near water edges, there 

was no reason for them to have their gestation period highly modulated by seasons. New 

generations were therefore in the making constantly. 

 

With only one baby at a time to feed, the females of the primitive aqua primates had no need 

to have a body with multiple nipples like rats, pigs, or cats. Their aquatic life seemed also to have 

determined that their chest was the best location for the nipples. With the nipples located at where 

they were, a compromise between nursing and vulnerability was realized: baby could get milk and 

easier air access at the same time and the mother did not have to fully expose herself above water 

either. The way of nursing by aqua primates may have been developed in two phases during the 

entire aquatic period of the aqua primates. 

 

In the early phase, the baby sucked the milk while mother’s nipples were in water, as mother 

must swim or rest in water with belly facing down.  This was similar to the manner of whales 

nursing.  But different from the whales, the primate baby must discontinue the sucking every so 

often and get to the water surface for air.  Gradually, as the aqua primates gained in size, their 

nursing behavior entered another phase: a mother fed the baby floating with her belly facing up 

and the nipples were above or near the water surface.  Babies now truly enjoyed the freedom of 

getting milk and air at the same time; they partially crawled upon their mothers’ bodies during 

sucking while their lower bodies still sank in water.  This phase of nursing behavior lasted an 

extremely long period of time in the history of primate evolution. Indeed, the female human 

being’s perpetual swollen mammary gland should be a result of this long history of nursing 

manner.   

 

Not only would the mother’s more protruding nipple above water be more convenient and 

more efficient for the baby’s sucking, but the swollen breast was also virtually a safety harness for 

the baby during water transportation.  Monkey babies can grab tight on a mother’s fur during 

location wondering; an aqua ape mother’s slippery bare skin provided nothing for a baby to grab.  

However, baby conveying was so frequently needed when a mother must move from one place to 

another for various reasons, such as forage and high speed escaping.  When a mother must have 

both hands freed up for swimming, sucking extremely tight on the mother’s breast (poor but lofty 

mother!) was the baby’s best way of self-rescue in addition to tightly clamping on the mother’s 
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body with all fours. Sucking extremely tight on the mother’s breast also played another 

irreplaceable role in securing the baby during the mother’s sleeping.  A sleeping mother could not 

help but have her arms relax; powerful sucking was the only way that a baby could prevent itself 

from drifting away from the mother who slept in water.  For all these sucking actions to be efficient, 

a baby must develop a pair of lips of strong and thick muscle to maximally muffle over the breast. 

This long history of strong and efficient sucking resulted in humans’ lips with a look like a thick 

padding turning inside out, with some ethnic group retaining more of this historical remnant than 

the others because of environmental factors.  Do we see the similar feature from other animals?  

Hardly.   

 

The tight sucking action over the breast not only had brought the development of fuller lips  

and the mouth’s ability to round itself, it also contributed one reason to make disappearance of the 

long distance between the nose and upper lip which is a typical feature of the major arboreal apes.  

The long distance between the nose and upper lip, thus a convex shape in the area below the nose, 

definitely became not a favorite feature for a baby to “cup” its face over the mother’s swollen 

mammary gland for a successful tight sucking.  It was highly possible that a high fatality of baby 

loss was resulted from the convex bone structure between the upper lip and the nose.       

 

The heavy exercise of the lips during the infancy period did bring in one big by-product for 

the direct ancestors that led to the appearance of hominids: One more organ, the pair of lips, joined 

to play the role in formulating pronunciation.  We probably notice that chimpanzees are quite 

vocal; however, their “pronunciation” is not found to include anything that is produced with the 

lips.  Getting to the woods too early and their babies missing the strong sucking training should 

potentially be the reasons.  Lacking enough of such training should be another point for us to 

believe that chimpanzees and our direct ancestors should have no kinship as close as we used to 

think. 

 

When we inspect the mammals, we find that most of the terrestrial mammals have a split upper 

lip.  It is very possible that our very remote ancestors carried this physique to begin their 

participation to the animal kingdom, too.  This split is definitely not a favorable feature for sucking.   

However, the babies of the non-primate animals do not have to improve it.  When their babies 

suck, their mouth rises upward, and the milk flows naturally downward; no perfect sucking is 

required. To the aqua apes that were in a stage of floating in water with their bellies facing up, the 

picture is completely different.  When a baby of the aqua ape sucked, the milk must flow upward 

as the mother’s breasts only faced up.  Without a perfect seal cupping over the breast, milk may 

profusely leaked away.    To make the sucking efficient, the split upper lip must gradually fuse 

together.  For some reason beyond this author’s speculation, such lip fusing went along very 

different paths between the humans’ ancestors and the chimpanzees’ ancestors. For the lineage 

leading to the existence of human beings, such fusing left behind a beautiful cleft below our nose, 

with a little tip at the end of the cleft.  For the lineage leading to the existence of chimpanzees, 

their fusing left them with a smooth upper lip like that of orangutan, which is believed to have 

been on Earth for more than 20 million years, and that of gorillas, which is believed to have been 

on Earth for more than 10 million years.  This lip feature should thus tell us that chimpanzees’ 

ancestors have walked on a path closer to other apes than to human beings.    
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Gorillas and chimpanzees got off water way too early to retain the flatter breast feature for 

their females.     Comparatively, bonobo might have left water later than they, and the bonobo 

females do seem to possess a slightly swollen mammary gland, although not as conspicuously as 

human females (Fig. 10).  However, this author do hope the evolutionists not to try to look for the 

missing link from bonobo only because of the common feature of breast between them and the 

human females.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 

 

 

Nursing the baby on land in those days was not to be an option for the mother and baby at all 

because when predators came the baby could not cling on to the mother’s slippery nude body, nor 

the mother could hold the baby and run quickly.  Yes, evolution must eventually allow them to 

nurse the baby on land, but this must wait until they gained even bigger size and, better yet, had a 

more advanced social behavior, such as being able to encircle the mothers and babies by a group 

of males (look at the pack of African buffalos). To minimize the difficulty of baby carrying by the 

mother, it was very possible in those days that baby learned how to swim shortly after birth. In 

comparison, in a highly unsecured environment, wildebeest baby must be able to run in a few 

minutes after birth. 
 

 

 

c. More Physical Developments 
 

The later phase of their nursing manner should have begun even before the gorillas roamed on 

this world. When the gorillas, chimpanzees, and orangutans have their spine in an upright position, 

their chins sink low toward their chest, while monkeys show much less tendency of such posture. 

This suggested that in the early aqua ape stage, even before gorilla or orangutan showed up, when 

at rest, the aqua apes already felt more comfortable to float with their bellies up other than down. 

When the early primitive aqua primates sent some of their comrades into woods to develop into 

monkeys, they had not yet got used to this kind of posture.  However, when the tailless monkeys 

began to appear, they may have.   

 

While their bellies faced toward the sky, the aqua primates could not help to curl their necks 

so that their heads could bend toward the belly more and thus be at a better angle for vision and 

air.  This prolonged habit of so many generations left all great apes, human beings included, with 
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a bent near the shoulder blades on the spine.  This bent is concaved toward the front and slightly 

“humping” toward the back. We do not find this bent as obvious on the monkeys’ skeleton.  If we 

compare the side view of both spines of a human beings and a gorilla (Fig. 11) to the spine of the 

monkeys shown in Fig. 1 (top two skeletons in the center), we will find a very obvious curvature 

on the spines of the human being and the gorilla near the shoulder blades.  In order to support the 

head in such bending, the apes’ back portion of the neck developed some strong muscle.   This 

characteristic is still very obvious with gorillas nowadays.  The human’s curvature near the 

shoulder blade is stronger than that of the gorilla’s; this is another lead for us to believe that human 

beings’ direct ancestors stayed in water much longer than those of the gorillas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 11 

(Courtesy of University of Michigan Exhibit Museum of Natural History.) 

 

 

The neck-shoulder bending created a problem for their swimming.  At this stage, their nose 

still looked like two blow holes.   In order to minimize water choking introduced by these two 

blow holes during swimming, they needed to keep their face plane parallel to but above the water 

surface.  Their spine now must be forced by this bending in a bigger inclination toward the vertical 

position in relationship to the movement direction, and thus a bigger drag would be inevitably 

produced in their swimming. 

 

The low-sinking chin created another problem for the aqua apes.  When they moved on land, 

their shoulder must present blockage to their heads when they tried to turn their heads from side 

to side.  To overcome this problem, nature began to extend the length of their necks. However, 

then, another problem surfaced up.  While floating with bellies up, the weight of their heads 

constituted a torque with respect to the center of floating of their entire body.  This torque had a 
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tendency of sinking their heads backward to water, prying open a bigger and bigger distance 

between their chin and their chest.  The longer the necked extended, the bigger the torque became.  

This change subsequently shifted the center of gravitation of their body more toward the heads.  

The shift was not much but must disturb the balance with high sensitivity between the center of 

gravitation and the center of floating (Fig.12).  To reestablish the balance, they needed a torque of 

opposite direction to counter the disturbance.  This could be done if more floating power toward 

the heads could be created.  For this purpose, the most efficient way was to expand their air 

chambers, i.e., the space where the lung was, indeed, the closer to the head, the better.  Gradually, 

their upper trunk case gained more volume and thus a bigger horizontal (or sideway) dimension 

near the shoulder level; their belly shrunk accordingly too.  When we place the skeletons of a 

gorilla, a 1.5-million-year-old Homo ergaster found in Africa, a Neanderthal and a human side by 

side, we could detect the very obvious change between their frameworks (Fig.13).  The overall 

tendency is that a more spacious upper trunk is developed for a more modern species of primate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 12 
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Fig. 13 

A: Courtesy of University of Michigan Exhibit Museum of Natural History. 

B, C, and D: Courtesy of Smithsonian Intimate Guide to Human Origins, by 

Carl Zimmer 

 

The skeleton development in such a time sequence also revealed to us that there was a time 

period in which even hominids could be grouped as land hominid and aqua hominid and coexisted 

at the same time.  While some hominid ancestors like the live owner of the 1.5-million-year-old 

Homo ergaster were pioneering the exploration in the African land, a great number of other 

hominid ancestors still stayed in water somewhere else other than Africa to expand their upper air 

chamber.  It was those who extended the prolonging aqua life somewhere else were preparing the 

debut of the offspring that would be called Neanderthal and Homo sapiens in the future. 

 

As the head gained more and more weight, the extended but now more delicate neck floating 

in water was pulled to bend to curl in another direction by gravity.  After the humans completely 

got out of water, their skeletons retained a slight trace of this late development of water living of 

their ancestors, i.e., a curve on the neck whose curvature was opposite to that of the neck-shoulder 

bending.   If we compare this between the neck of a human being and a neck of a gorilla, Fig. 11 

can reveal the obvious difference. 

 

As the neck bone was developing to be longer and curving in another direction, one bone that 

was always unarticulated on the neck was not following. That was the hyoid.  Mother Nature gave 

no reason for this bone to move with the development of the neck portion of the spinal column.  

This development gradually located (actually retained) the aqua apes’ larynx lower in the throat.  

In addition, the slightly backward tilting neck bone made the pharynx yield more freedom to the 
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movement of the larynx.  With this new arrangement, complicated language was slowly getting on 

the way to the more advanced aqua apes’ social life. 

 

Comparing between gorillas and chimpanzees, we would find that chimpanzees are more 

vocal.  That is because chimpanzees were more recent descendants of the aqua apes than gorillas, 

venturing to the woods in a much later time, so that they had more time in the evolution history to 

extend their spine of the neck portion in water.  Subsequently, they seat the hyoid comparatively 

lower in the neck. 
 

 

d. Immigration Direction 
 

For the sake of convenience, the term “Africans” involved in the discussion of this particular 

chapter is referred to those indigenous human beings found in the African heartland, or sub-Sahara. 

This term is used with the term “black”, or “Negroid” interchangeably in this discussion.   

 

It has been customarily circulated in the academic world of evolution that human beings were 

descendants of some hominids, whose ancestors were certain kind of wood-dwelling apes, coming 

out of Africa.  The only evidence the evolution campus picked up for their support was that gorillas 

and chimpanzees and many types of monkeys were found in Africa and that some oldest hominid 

fossils were also found in Africa, While doing so, orangutan, gibbon, many monkeys found in Asia 

must be made transparent in their evidence list by the same campus, let alone the Peking man and 

Yuanmou man.  Why?  Sadly, political contamination in science study!  But politics is what this 

article tries not to wade into for discussion. Equally expelled from their evidence list some 

European findings, such as the 1.7-million-year-old fossils found near Dmanisi, Republic of 

Georgia (“New Find,” by Rick Gore, National Geographic magazine, August 2002), Neanderthals, 

and Monkey Ida.      

 

Continued from this out-of-Africa fantasy but without solid verification of any kind, one 

hypothesis suggests that a very potential reason leading to the end of Neanderthal was the 

appearance of the human beings coming out of Africa. Their higher intelligence enabled them to 

push Neanderthal to extinct. This hypothesis creates its own problems.  

 

First, it advocates that intelligence played a vital role in species/race replacement in Homo 

sapiens. In contradiction to this, such an intelligence difference is forbidden to be discovered 

among modern human races for various reasons.   

 

Second, ever since these Africans left Africa, has their intelligence led them going back to their 

ancestors’ homeland and exerted a heavy pressure on their historical cousins’ continuous 

existence? An answer of either yes or no will find itself difficult to conform to the out-of-Africa 

theory. 

 

An answer of yes means that the current species of Homo sapiens in Africa is no longer the 

indigenous whose ancestors are commonly believed to have been rooting there for million years.  

Whoever they have been now, they are some species of replacement having invaded Africa no 

more than fifty thousand years, or one hundred thousand years the maximum, ago from today.  
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Then, the out-of-Africa hypothesis should have more properly been termed as “into Africa.”  That 

this figure of years is so given is because the preachers of the out-of-Africa asked people to accept 

that modern people all over the world are descendants of some African emigrants of 50-100 

thousand years ago.  If all this was true, then the supposedly more intelligent African pioneers, 

with the ability to have pushed Neanderthal in Europe to extinct and completely replaced the 

descendants of Peking man in Asia, must have also removed all natives in their ancestors’ 

continent. Then, the out-of-Africa theory must demand a proof that the conquerors indeed first left 

Africa, but now came back. 

 

Naturally, the homebound journey, if ever happened, must happen after the home-departing 

journey.  Does it mean that the physical traits attained by modern Africans are traits that the 

homebound conquerors had acquired from outside of Africa? Apparently, a no for the answer is 

undesirable for the out-of-Africa preachers.  Assuming a yes for the answer, then it would become 

indisputable that physical traits carried by the modern Europeans are traits developed from the 

African emigrants who left home fifty thousand to one hundred thousand years ago. This further 

means that the European physical trait should be more primitive than those who had later 

conquered, now reside, in the modern African heartland; so should also be the traits carried by the 

Far East Asians.  Logically, it must mean that the physical traits carried by the modern Africans 

should be the youngest of all.  In other words, if we had a movie camera to record all human trait 

development in the past, after the out-of-Africa emigration occurred, the film should first show the 

appearance of faces highly resembling to European natives and Asian natives on Earth, then, much 

later in time, the modern African natives walk on Earth. 

 

Given that the Africans are said to have begun their world conquering journey fifty thousand 

years ago, given that the American Indians are believed to have migrated from Asia to the new 

land twelve thousand years ago, and given that Neanderthal are found finally disappeared thirty-

two thousand years ago, thirty thousand years before today should be a fair time figure to be 

assumed for the home bound conquerors to complete the facial feature overhaul in Africa.  If we 

place all human facial features side by side with that of all primates we can find diverging in these 

50 million years, how should we convince us that everybody else has an older facial feature than 

modern Africans, who are said to have belonged to a version of thirty thousand years or younger?  

The elements to compare include the slope of the forehead, the squareness of the frontal cranium, 

the slope of the face plane, the forehead portion above the face plane, the size of the teeth, the 

breadth of the nose, the slenderness of the neck.  If any reason has existed for us to believe that 

detailed comparison of physical features only serves to destroy harmonious relationship between 

human races, a refusal of such detailed comparison should not be complained about.  It is 

understandable. However, such refusal must immediately compromise the confidence on the 

acceptance of out-of -Africa "theory". 

 

If the facial feature that the modern Africans carry are indeed passed down by the homebound 

conquerors thirty thousand years ago, what had made the facial features so much different between 

those in north of Sahara and those in south of Sahara? We must remember that no evidence ever 

suggests that lands outside of Africa were devoid of bipedal primates of high intelligence who 

were capable of tool making and long-term planning. If Europe cannot yet produce evidence to 

prove the existence of an ancient ancestor for Caucasians but Neanderthal has only been replaced 

there, at least, someone must place Peking man to a more proper historical place.  This five-
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hundred-thousand to seven-hundred-thousand-year-old man was not even a lone vagabond there. 

How about Java man? Can preaches of "out-of-Africa" determine which of the following routes 

nature selection works more favorable: (1) animals from a smaller area overpower the same class 

of animals in a bigger area or (2) animals from a bigger area overpower the same class of animals 

in a smaller area?  

 

An answer of no to the question of homebound conquering journey will raise these questions: 

Why did these African pioneers find themselves so incompetent in conquering Africa while they 

were able to conquer everywhere else in the world?  Did the out-of-Africa pioneers love anywhere 

else but exactly lose interest in taking over a land that has been said to be so good as to have given 

rise to the most advanced version of primate, batch after batch? That Africa is a land good enough 

for primates to thrive and excel but bad enough for primates to discard is obviously illogical.   

 

So, when both “yes” and “no” as an answer must fail, logic obviously demands another route 

of immigration to replace the “out-of-Africa” assertion.  

 

 The DNA research seems to have joined to support the out-of-Africa idea because the same 

basic DNA structures had been found from people both inside and outside of Africa, with the 

African indigenous carrying more diversified versions.  The problem is that this DNA research 

still fails to evidence the immigration direction.  What could it do to remove a claim that African 

people and other African primates were colonists from a world outside of Africa?  Indeed, some 

DNA tests have shown that the modern human beings may well have embedded with genes from 

ancestors that had been residing Asia for more than 2 million years before today. (“Lovers, Not 

Fighters?” by John Whitfield, Scientific American magazine, March 2008)  Besides, process of 

DNA sampling can be dominated by biased ideas.   

 

One theory claims that, according to some DNA sampling calculation, Caucasians’ blue eyes 

started from one girl in some Ukraine tribe about twelve thousand years ago.  The theory holder 

may want to reconsider if he is informed of that a population of cats is found to carry blue eyes, 

that indri-indri, one species of lemurs, also carry blue eyes although in lighter shade, and that a 

high percentage of Japanese Macaques carry greenish eyes.  In other words, human’s blue eyes 

may well have started ever since there were primates.  What is safe to bet, though, is that cultural 

selection did reinforce the blue eyes in the European area and made it become a dominant physique 

among human beings there, but way earlier than twelve thousand years ago, and impossible to start 

from just one girl.  This self-destructed idea could not even surpass the bunch of questions raised 

by the concern of incest, biologically and morally.   

 

With all the aforementioned discussion, including the analysis of the shape of the human feet, 

their naked bodies but hairy scalp, and the length proportion between their body and limbs, and 

the squareness of their upper trunk, we could well point the finger at the other direction for ancient 

hominids’ immigration: wave after wave, some primitive people got into the jungle of Africa from 

other continents. No local African apes that we have seen or not seen can develop to have carried 

a pair of human feet, a nearly hairless skin, and a body of outstandingly higher fat content than 

any other apes living there. African environment has offered them no chance to do so.  It can be 

ascertained that, in any epoch in history, any living being with a human body, particularly a pair 

of human feet, but an ape’s brain would extinct in the African jungle at no time.  That is potentially 
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the reason why Africa can provide fossils of so many versions of apes before hominids: Natural 

development had degraded the physical capability of the live owner of those fossil so much (see 

how they ever became poorer and poorer swimmers in previous analysis, for example) before they 

entrapped themselves in dealing with the African environment, but their brains had not developed 

enough to deal with the same thing. 

 

The direct ancestor of all Homo sapiens—i.e., both African and non-African people, including 

Neanderthals, Peking man, Java man, Homo erectus—stayed in water until a very late epoch. 

Between aqua apes and aqua hominids, there was no sharp time line to distinguish them but a long 

period of mixing transition.  There could have been many lineages of them that stopped existing 

in between.  To make it short, aqua apes first produced many lineages of wood-dwelling apes and 

later on, after another long period of aqua dwelling, gave rise to some species that are called 

hominids, which included an aqua version and a terrestrial version. However, many early terrestrial 

versions may have all gone extinct; only the last aqua version thrived and finally handed down 

some offspring that are called Homo sapiens. Primate of all versions and linages sprang up on 

Earth like bushes.  Tracing one heritage tree of biological development to look for missing link 

must end up disappointed.  

 

There is another argument standing out to disagree with the out-of-Africa idea.  Investigation 

shows that the average brain size of African people is about one hundred cubic centimeters smaller 

than people outside of Africa (“Race, Brain Size, and IQ,” 

http://www.apa.org/divisions/div1/news/summer2002/rushtonpdf.pdf, November 15, 2007). 

This article, The Water Cradle, is not in a position to discuss the relationship between brain size 

and IQ, but to insist one question: why Africa, a land that is said to have initiated the development 

of human brains, must turn out to limit the development of human brains?  It is not even an 

accidental happening but has been historically so because the long gone-Neanderthals, with a 

smaller body, even had brains three hundred cubic centimeters larger than that of African people.  

 

Furthermore, the out-of-Africa idea has been repetitively formulating the following 

immigrating pattern in self-supporting: Some hominids, Homo sapiens included, got out of Africa 

and earned prosperity in land outside of Africa but must later perish or be wiped out .  Then again, 

Africa would be good enough to supply another batch of human ancestors who came out of a land 

where they could not thrive, then without exception, found better living in the outside world, and 

again inevitably got wiped out later. Then Africa supplied another batch . . . Have we ever asked 

why Africa, if said to be the cradle of human origin, had been so consistently hostile to human 

development but was able to never exhaust her source of supply of human ancestors?  Or why 

lands away from Africa, such as Europe and Asia, are always lands enabling the hominid to thrive 

then must become a death trap for the entire species, waiting for Africa’s mercy to fill their vacuum 

of human ancestors, again and again?  

 

While big-brain ancient hominid in African heartland is fundamentally absent from the 

archeologist list, small-brain ancient hominids were found outside of Africa, such as the 1.7-

million-year-old fossils found near Dmanisi, Republic of Georgia. With these fossils, scholars 

"concluded" that hominid was able to migrate out of Africa with a brain smaller than that was 

assumed to be required.  Why must live owners of these fossils have walked out of Africa?  Is 

there any evidence against that they could have been living beings walking over here from 
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somewhere else?  Or why the appearance of small-brain hominids here must be a result of 

migration of a long journey?  What would not permit that some hominids, beginning from their 

ancestors with even smaller brain, had long been dwelling around Dmanisi and gradually thrived? 

Their remote ancestors might have been immigrants to this local, but why must be from Africa?  

Where did Ida found in Germany come from?  From where did come the Dryopithecu, a lineage 

of ape living about 10 million years ago, whose fossils were widely spread in Europe, ranging 

from Spain to Hungary?  Regardless of all the abundant evidence against the idea out-of-Africa, 

the modern evolutionists must bend every argument to serve the advocacy of  “out-of-Africa” at 

all cost.   

 

During the long history of primate development, there was no doubt that some species of 

primates had migrated out of Africa and spread out to other part of the world, but the migrating 

flux of the other direction should have been far more abundant.   With the discovery of the so-

called Lucy fossils, the out-of-Africa idea seems reinforced.   However, just like DNA, the most 

Lucy can do is to affirm that she and us as hominids shared many biological characteristics in 

common in history, but unable to point out the migration direction. 
 

 

e. A Jewelry Box of Gene Copies, Not a Cradle 

 
Africa has a big portion of its continent in a mild temperature zone bordering next to the island 

belt.  It has never stopped receiving batches of batches of immigrants of aqua primates at various 

epochs in large scale. However, her generosity gradually stopped when Sahara slowly took shape.  

When the immigrants came, the most convenient spots for them to land on Africa would be the 

following: (1) along the east coast facing the Indian Ocean and (2) the north coast facing the future 

Mediterranean Sea. Both coasts had wide open lowlands.  The lowlands on the east coast were 

furnished with plenty of freshwater source.  The north coast, however, did not seem so optimistic 

with freshwater except areas near the Nile River.  It should not be surprising that immigrants of 

various kinds of primates incessantly wandered in and out of this continent, but the influx should 

be lot more than the efflux. The difference between the influx and the efflux was caused by the 

African geographical topography. 

 

Beyond the aforementioned lowlands, the African continent had a series of highlands and 

mountains, the so-called African Rift System, on the east side of this continent.  This system 

separates these lowlands and the vast African heartland.  The highlands and mountains also showed 

some infrequent low opening here and there, or even some big water bodies on the highland, 

bridging the coastal lowlands and the vast plains in the African heartland (Fig. 14).  In these plains, 

freshwater supply was all over. With enough freshwater and in a favorable temperature zone, a 

plain naturally produced plenty of food for all kinds of animals.  Once some primates along the 

coasts infiltrated into these plains through the various corridors, they would find these plains as 

paradises.  It might be easy for the pioneers to be attracted to getting into the heartlands, but 

difficult for their descendants to get out.  Both the comfort of the concurrent life and the difficulty 

of egress due to the topography bolted them tight here.  So after many generations of selection by 

nature, these descendants gradually developed their own genes.  
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Fig. 14 
 

 

It could be imaginable that primates in the African heartland should not have too much 

opportunity to exchange genes with the outside world.  It was not only because they were so 

remotely located away from the coast, but also because they were so “locked up” by the mountain 

barriers on the east and the Sahara on the north.  With the islands of the bygone island belt slowly 

drifted northward to the future Indian subcontinent, emigration out of Africa was getting more and 

more impossible. The most active gene exchange “bedroom” should be on the north coast where 

it faced the future Mediterranean Sea.  After Sahara eventually took shape, even this bedroom 

shrank. Besides the Nile corridor, a big part of the previous bedroom became a death trap for 

primates coming in and out of the African heartland.  If it was not for the Nile corridor, gene 

exchange between the African heartland and the outside world would have practically stopped. 

 

It is said that Sahara began to show up about one million years ago and finally settled in about 

five hundred thousand years before today.  It is to say that the extensive gene exchange between 

primates of African group and non-African group could have lasted to a period that hominids 

appeared quite modernly humanized.  The majority of primates taking part in the gene-exchange 

activity on the narrow strip along the coast of Mediterranean Sea were no longer directly from the 

African heartland.  Because the natural environment of the Africa heartland was so locked up, it is 

highly potential that some African Homo Sapiens there just poise to develop some variety of genes 

of their own to adjust for that unique environment.  If this is the case, we should no longer be 

surprised why they are found carrying more versions of genes than people living anywhere else on 

Earth.    

 

Africa seems historically to have been a land of low population density. Wars between 

indigenous thus happened in a lower scale with less frequency.  Less wars mean less violence.  

While Africa could have preserved fossils of many ancient versions of primate, the same thing 
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would have been powdered under hoof of horses and wheels of chariots in numerous wars 

elsewhere.  This should be the major reason why many primate fossils may have destroyed in non-

African land, but a lot is preserved in Africa.  In addition, during the period that many old versions 

of hominid pioneered the exploration in African land, many aqua versions were still developing 

themselves in water somewhere else.  Naturally, when the land version left their skeleton on land, 

the water version just sank their skeleton deep in the mud bed below the water, away from the 

access of modern archeologists.    

 
 

 

f. Ending of the Island Belt 
 

When the island belt finally settles in the way it looks today, a big water body is formed at the 

west end of the original belt, presenting to us as Mediterranean Sea, with Black Sea as a less 

significant attachment.  The majority of the bigger islands closer to the East Asian end of the belt 

gradually consolidate to form part of the biggest continent in the world.  Weather condition around 

the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea are usually far less violent than that in the original east end 

of the belt, i.e., East Asia, especially Southeast Asia.  As far as the Mediterranean Sea is concerned, 

the northern shore area must have been strikingly more favorable to hominids than the southern 

shore.  On the north shore, the freshwater supply is ample, while on the southern shore, the 

freshwater is trickle if Nile were not there.  

 

South East Asia in some way still keeps the characteristic of the original belt: islands after 

islands are embraced by some big water body.  However, the water body here is too open, and the 

water power as well as the weather condition is far more violent than in Mediterranean Sea area.  

Dwelling in eastern area, hominids, ever since their remote ancestors, must historically deal with 

year-round devastating events caused by unexpected natural power.  In comparison, hominids 

dwelling around Mediterranean Sea are far more fortunate; they need to spend far less effort to 

deal with natural disasters. They had been allowed more opportunity, or far less interruption, to 

accumulate experience and wealth. Generation after generation, the weather difference between 

the east end and west end of the original island belt brought out hominids of strikingly different 

look. Together with the difference on physical appearance is the difference on the civilization 

among the Earth's youngest animals―Homo sapiens. 

 

As far as physical appearance is concerned, if we put gorilla, chimpanzee, Caucasians, and 

blacks (i.e., all apes around the Mediterranean Sea) as one group and orangutan, gibbon, Northeast 

and Southeast Asians (i.e., all apes near the East Asia) as another group, we can tell that each group 

owns its unique physical characteristics. The apes near the Mediterranean Sea usually have heavier 

bone ridge for their eyebrows, while the apes near the East Asia have smaller eyes and flatter faces.  

Overall, the body sizes of the apes at the west end are bigger than those at the east end. At some 

later paragraphs, we can discuss how the weather should have been responsible to these 

differences.  At least, however, at this point, the physical differences between them can put a 

serious doubt on the belief of African origin for human beings.  Obviously, local uniqueness of 

apes of each group has long been established―ever since their aqua ape ancestors.  Even 

Neanderthals, a hominid species in Europe that some scholars decline to accept as Homo sapiens, 

show more resemblance to Caucasians than to Asians on their facial reconstruction work done 

according to their unearthed skeletons. 
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Chapter 4 

 
Human Races 

 
a. Local Uniqueness 

 

As the consolidation of land mass in the island belt was in progress and the formation of Asia 

subcontinent was getting more and more prominent, the waterways between islands for the aqua 

primates to freely move around slowly disappeared. Subsequently, the fluidity of gene swapping 

among the aqua apes, or later the hominids, in this belt faced more and more restriction.  In the old 

days, so long as the water was not too violent, they did not have to be too worried about being 

drowned during their aqua voyage for distant “marriage”; their fatty bodies could always float very 

well.  With the diminishing of these water channels, restriction on the voyage gradually made local 

uniqueness on hominids' physical features more and more pronounced.  This naturally means more 

varieties of hominids diverging.  In the west end of the original belt around the Mediterranean Sea, 

hominids led to the appearance of Mediterranean hominids, which later split into white and black 

Homo sapiens; while at the other end of the original belt appeared the Asians, typically represented 

by Mongoloids. 

 

On the facial feature and body structure, more similarity can be found between whites and 

quite many groups of blacks (not all) than would between whites and Asians, or between Asians 

and blacks. 

 

First of all, the average blacks and whites are more massive than Asians, and then we also find 

most whites as well as a big percentage of blacks having deeper eye sockets than Asians.  Both the 

blacks and whites have multiple eyelids with longer eyelashes, but the folds on the Asians’ eyelids 

as well as the eyelashes are less noticeable.  The overall nose volume of the blacks and whites are 

much bigger than that of Asians.  The hair of blacks and whites are curly (although the blacks’ 

hair is more tightly curled) or wavy; hair shaft is finer, and their children’s hair are more obviously 

so.  The Far East Asians’ hair, on the other hand, is always straight and with thicker hair shaft.  

Furthermore, both blacks and whites have better lactose tolerance than Asians.  Some data even 

showed that blacks and whites as one group have higher rate of twin birth than that of Far East 

Asians.  This indicates that black women and white women as one group produce more eggs, and 

thus their reproductive organs function with more similarities.  The females can afford to have 

more eggs only because the natural environment is more favorable to reproduction.  This means 

that local natural disaster in the Mediterranean area has always been less threatened to their effort 

of rearing young, both in frequency and magnitude. Climate difference between the west and the 

east locations therefore must have had a big share of responsibility in so “deciding”.  

 

All these characteristics can be so uniquely identifiable between the western and eastern groups 

of apes or people.  All these may be due to three facts: (1) The remotely ancient ancestors of one 

group might have an earlier complete isolation from aqua life than the other. (2) Even if they all 

quitted the aqua life at about the same epoch, the aqua life of one of the two groups was interrupted 

more frequently, and this group must coup for a land life with higher frequency for some reason, 

potentially the reason of more violent and more frequent weather interference.  Being so 
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interrupted, this group has accumulated less water “credit” in their entire evolution history.  (3) 

Because of the environmental condition, there was a historical difference between the diets of these 

two groups of people ever since their remote ancestors. 
 

 

b. Face 
 

Some paragraphs back, we mentioned about the unique blowhole-like nostrils for the arboreal 

apes. They were descendants of some aqua apes that needed to shape their nostrils this way for a 

continuous airflow in water.  However, not only the blowholes served as a direct entrance for the 

insets to invade their body, but they also easily introduced water choking by locating at a low spot 

of a concaved area on the face. Let's not forget they had been getting used to a gesture of floating 

in water with bellies up.  To overcome both hazards, a hood over the nostrils gradually showed up, 

providing some shielding action over the blowholes. To start, the ancestral aqua apes leading to 

the appearance of gorillas developed a raised skin ridge surrounding the nostrils.  But after they 

entered the wood and brought out the descendant of gorillas, or chimpanzees, such skin ridge lost 

the reason to continue to rise. In contrast, those ancestral aqua apes that did not get into the woods 

but continued to stay in water needed incessant improvement on the water-choking problem.  One 

of the ways is to elevate the bone structure around the nostrils so that the area surrounding the nose 

is no longer concave, which had been serving like a funnel directing water to their blowholes.  The 

other way is to grow a taller and taller hood to shield over the blowhole as we mentioned before, 

although this taller hood is more for barring insects from invading their body. 

 

Probably we have noticed that orangutans have the least noticeable skin ridge but a more 

obvious concave area surrounding their nose than the other wood-dwelling apes.  This can serve 

as a hint how violent weather may have affected the physical appearance of the overall apes in the 

Southeast Asia. The violent weather agitated violent water power.  To keep themselves alive, the 

apes living there must escape to land when storm overpowered their endurance. Once on land, they 

stopped getting “training” from water life.  Later, they may returned to water, but they then also 

have accumulated some credits from the terrestrial “classroom,” and subsequently less credits from 

the aqua classroom. The more terrestrial credit but less aqua credit has resulted in a less noticeable 

skin ridge and also a less elevated bone structure around the orangutans’ nose. This climate 

“tradition” also exerted a similar effect in formulating the facial traits of the Far East Asians. 

Overall, Far East Asians look flatter on their faces. This is one indication that their remote 

ancestors were chronically interrupted from water life for some reason.  Because of a less raising 

bone structure surrounding the nostrils, it provides less space, or shorter dentition arc, for the teeth 

alignment under the upper jaw, resulting in a more crowding alignment for the incisors.  On a full 

face portrait without smile, aligning the bottom of the nose and the bottom of the ear on the same 

level, many of the Asians may be seen with a comparatively larger proportion of nostrils.  This is 

another indication that their remote ancestors had less water credit to develop the hood of the nose.  

Of course, this is also an indication that insect swarming, which could be effectively thinned by 

violent weather, in this area is historically less menacing. 

 

The water power agitated by local climate in Far East Asia was frequently devastated and even 

life threatening year-round. When the aqua apes in this area had developed enough intelligence to 

deal with the land life, they would prefer risking their life in water as little as possible.  In other 
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words, not only the nature but also their intelligence reinforced more terrestrial credit in their 

course of evolution.
 

 

c. Body Size 
 

To further support the reasoning that Asian aqua apes left water comparatively earlier, or were 

interrupted more frequently by terrestrial life, is that Asian people show less fat content in their 

flesh than the Mediterranean group, blacks, and whites alike. Calmer water power in a milder 

climate zone and a little lower overall temperature in the Mediterranean water system made it less 

urgent for the aqua apes there to leave the water life.  But this was not what the Asian aqua apes 

encountered. Furthermore, higher deposit of fat in the body definitely benefited to a more 

sustaining period of water staying for the Mediterranean aqua apes.  As long as the food supply 

from water was still reasonably easy, they would prefer very much to stay in an environment that  

their ancestors had been accustomed to for so many generations.  In reasoning how human being 

females have developed a pair of perpetually swollen mammary glands, the difference of average 

size of the mammary gland between the Mediterranean females and the Asian females can 

conversely reveal that the Asian females have received more terrestrial credit than the 

Mediterranean aqua apes in their entire evolution journey. 

 

Besides the factor of water credit accumulation, the body-size difference between the 

Mediterranean group and the Asian group might well be molded by the historical difference on 

diets too.   

 

A calmer weather condition allowed aqua primates in the Mediterranean region to procure 

higher percentage of food from the ocean water.  In comparison, the violent water activity forced 

the Asian version of aqua primate to have less activity in the ocean water but more on land, 

particularly the mainland.  More time on land naturally meant more intake of terrestrial food.  As 

a rule of thumb, the marine animals as food are more nutritious with higher fat content.  Not only 

the Asian group had more terrestrial animal other than marine animals as food, but they may also 

have higher percentage of vegetation in their menu, which definitely supplied less heat to their 

body. After so many generations on different diets, the body size between the Mediterranean group 

and the Asian group of hominids must display the difference thus resulted. 
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d. Eyes 
 

Accumulation of aquatic credits also leads to some difference on the eye arrangement between 

the Mediterranean group and the Far East Asian group of people. 

 

Let us draw three lines on a human’s face plane: one line across each of the human’s eye along 

its long axial, one line that is central to the face along the nose. We will find that the two lines 

across the eyes would form a T with the line that is along the nose for the Mediterranean group of 

people. Comparatively, a more or less of a Y shape would be noticed among a certain population 

in the Far East Asian group of people.  This T and Y difference is another evidence for us to believe 

the critical influence of water life in the evolution history among our direct ancestors.  Let us start 

this explanation with the eye arrangement shown in Fig. 15-A for some reptiles. 

 
 

Typically, a line drawn across a snake’s eye along its long axial direction AB can be regarded 

as almost parallel to its central face line, N (Fig.15-A-1, and -3) When looking at the front view of 

Fig.15-A-2, we can imagine point B of the eye line AB to be behind the page but point A to be in 

front of the page. At the very early 

history of the evolution of our primate 

ancestors, the feature should be 

similar to those shown by Fig.15-A-

1,-2,-3. Beginning with this feature, if 

they only needed to watch the sky to 

detect predators and exposed the nose 

above the water for air, their eyes 

would have to be “squeezed” by 

water toward the center of the skull, 

like what is shown in Fig.15-A-4 and 

-5.  A big percentage of crocodiles 

and alligators we found today 

possesses this kind of features.  

Continuing from Fig.15-A-4,-5, as 

the dome of the cranium of an animal 

gradually rises, a facial feature 

depicted by Fig.15-A-6 and -7 and 

Fig.15-B-14 gradually shows more 

and more prominence. The end result 

of all this is that a Y arrangement of 

eye orientation is slowly taking 

shape. 
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Fig. 15-B 

 
 

 

However, water “squeezing” and sky watching are not the only forces to influence the eye 

arrangement.  Chewing and prey pursuing are also two dominant forces in determining the eye 

arrangement.  Chewing requires a stronger jawbone. A stronger jawbone gradually pushed point 

B of the eye line AB away from the nose line N.  However, chewing alone would not complete the 

job in eye orientation.  In pursuing prey at high speed, animals need to focus on the target in front 

of them.  As such, to shift their eyes more toward the front of the face became justifying.  Chewing 

and the highly target-focusing together resulted in a face feature that is depicted in Fig.15-A-8 (top 

view) and Fig.15-A-9 (front view). T arrangement on the eye orientation was taking shape in this 

process.  The face feature of Fig.15-A-8 and -9 is very typical among many marine mammals, such 

as seals and sea lions, which must rely on their eyes in pursuing preys.  To other kinds of marine 

mammals, such as dolphins and killer whales, they do not develop such face feature because they 

rely on sonar other than their eyes in pursuing preys.  For eye development taking this route, 

Fig.15-A-10 (front view) and -11 (side view) together show that, as the dome of the cranium rises, 

the T arrangement of the eye orientation is not affected much.   As a matter of fact, if the front part 

of the cranium along the central line N develops relatively more rapidly in the process of eye 

relocation, a slightly inverted Y arrangement may even result in, as shown in Fig.15-B-12. 

 

To summarize, the eye arrangement for mammals, reptiles as well, on their face feature is 

historically determined by five natural forces: 

1. sky watching 

2. water squeeze, the need of minimum exposure of the skull above water when breathing 

3. chewing (no chewing for reptiles) 

4. prey pursuing 

5. rising of the dome of the cranium 

 

Depending on the lifestyle in the long evolution history of each individual species, each of 

these forces has a different weight in determining the eye arrangement of that particular species, 

resulting in a “racing” between the T feature and the Y feature.  All these five natural forces also 

exerted different pressure on animals at different locations at different epochs.  To most of them, 

forces 1 and 2 may have been a long gone history but may still persist in affecting some, such as 

crocodile.  It is said that only one in one hundred baby crocodiles can grow into adulthood, and 
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quite a number of them are consumed by birds.  So retaining the eyes on top of the skull would 

sure help them to lower the risk of being caught by predators from above, and thus a relatively 

safer childhood can be preserved.  Possibly, the crocodiles also have another vital reason to have 

their eyes located on top of their heads.  As they grow into adulthood, they intensively ambush 

their prey upward from underneath the water.  That is the natural force 4 in the list.    Forces 3 and 

4, particularly 4, result in the dramatic difference on the eye arrangement between herbivore 

mammals and carnivore mammals. 

 

To the carnivore mammals, such as lions, leopards, and hyenas, their eyes are very frontally 

facing and also form a very obvious Y arrangement with the nose axial line. To the herbivores, 

their eyes are basically on each side of the skull and lack the frontal facing feeling.  It can be logical 

to say that the ancestors of both of these two groups of animals left the water life in a very early 

stage of evolution. While force 1 and force 2 had not had enough time to squeeze their eyes to 

come very close to each other, they already began their land life.  To the herbivores, the group left 

water even earlier; they were always the targets of carnivores that chased at high speed from 

behind.  So a pair of frontally facing eyes would definitely serve them for no good purpose.  

Instead, they would rather have a pair of eyes that could constantly glance at what happened 

behind. Therefore, force 4 gradually affected their eye arrangement in a way opposite to what 

happened to carnivores: retaining their eyes on each side of the skull, a feature more resembling 

to the reptile ancestors. 

 

As to all primates, they should have completed the shift of their eyes to the front of the face at 

a very early stage in their evolution history.  As analyzed above, carnivores need to have a pair of 

frontally facing eyes.  If our remote ancestors had begun their life as herbivore but with a pair of 

frontally facing eyes, they would have long been consumed by other carnivores to extinct; an 

enemy from the back is so difficult to be aware of. Now, should we still feel puzzled to see that so 

many species of monkeys having long sharp canine teeth although their main diet being 

vegetation? They got the fangs from their carnivore ancestors, or at least omnivore ancestors but 

with high percentage of live little animals in their menu. 

 

Not every primate could wait for such eye arrangement to be completed, though.  Lemurs were 

typically such an “impatient” group.  Although their eyes are very frontally facing, they do not 

come very close to each other. The lemurs abandoned the aqua life and ventured in wood earlier 

than many other species of primates. They subsequently received less training on sky watching 

and therefore had less opportunity to have their eyes squeezed together by water. 

 

Primates’ unique eye characteristics all over on Earth must suggest that it became possible 

only if gene exchange between them had been as freely as it could get, regardless of how they may 

have been geographically separated.  This further suggested that there must have existed some 

easy facilities to have conveyed all these “grooms” and “brides” together. Naturally, the web of 

water channels in the ancient island belt would be the sole candidate for such “wedding” vehicles 

in question.  It was because of the high efficiency in traffic provided by water commuting that 

primates’ typical eye arrangement had long been stabilized.  Later on they gradually diversified 

into many different species in broad areas, but they must carry what their common ancestors passed 

on to them. 
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Now, it should be easier for us to understand that eye arrangement between all human beings 

carries so much resemblance, but local distinction is also hard to be negligible.  The Y eye 

orientation was a result of more interruption on water life for groups of a certain locality.  When 

their dome of cranium was developed comparatively more in advance in time than the other four 

natural forces had done to the eye arrangement, an orientation closer to the Y than T showed up.  

On the other hand, because of the fluidity in gene exchange in the old days, T and Y characteristics 

mixed as vigorously as they could get.  The result of the thorough mixture on T and Y is that we 

could not find any group of people whose eyes could look as prominently in a Y shape as lions.  

Interestingly, the lions’ Y arrangement of eyes should suggest to us that there might have existed 

a long history in which their ancestors also needed to worry about predators coming from the sky 

before they became the kings of the jungle. 

 

If the Y eye arrangement was a result of a relatively more advanced pace of cranium dome 

rising, the T eye arrangement then could mean a speedier frontal shifting of someone’s eye-

opening. For the ancient primates of the Mediterranean group, this speedier shifting created a 

problem: The bone between their eyes was getting narrower and thus becoming weaker faster.  

This weakened bone and the two comparatively bigger hollow eye sockets came together 

constituting a fragile and thus vulnerable weak line across the middle of the face bone.  However, 

the portion of the bone above this line held a big volume of paste like material, the brain. When in 

rapid movement, the brain material would exert a strong impulse momentum against the wall of 

the cranium.  This could be dangerous unless the cranium received a better support.  A way to 

solve this problem was to thicken the part of the bone between the eyes, the nasal bone.  The only 

way to thicken the already narrowed bone is to have it raise more above the face plane.  As such, 

the rising of nose was gradually becoming more obvious.  This structure of the nasal bone can be 

compared to a slanted lateral support underneath a horizontal shelf that is attached to a wall.  In 

comparison, the Far East Asian group felt less need to reinforce this part of bone because of (1) 

the slower eye-opening rotation toward the front of the face at the early stage of the evolution, (2) 

the Y line arrangement playing a role to offset the weakened line across the two eye openings, and 

(3) smaller eye openings. 

 

There stands another eye characteristic to tell the existence of the ancient migration along all 

those water corridors of the island belt in the old time.  In the southern part of Far East Asia, we 

would find higher percentage of people with more obvious double eyelid folds than in the north, 

and the eye openings are bigger for more of the southern people too.  Multiple eyelid folds are 

quite characterized with the people of the Mediterranean group. 

 

It was possible that multiple eyelid folds were initial characteristics for the remotely ancient 

ancestors of all primates.  From the map of the ancient tectonic plate, we can tell that in the old 

days the southern ancestors in the Far East Asia and the ancestors in the west island belt could 

enjoy higher degree of convenience of intermigration. Comparatively, ancestors in the northern 

part of Far East Asia would be more highly restricted from such intermigration with the West (Fig. 

7, 8, 9). The migration and the subsequent gene exchange between southern Far East Asia and the 

Mediterranean primates continuously reinforced the eye characteristic on each other between those 

ancestors. 
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In the northern part of East Asian, climate there was drier, colder, and wind-chill sandstorm 

covering big area was quite often; the ancestors there must squint or close their eyes for eye 

protection.  Serious situation like this was not yet the worst.  In a big open area that Gobi desert 

was only part of it, it snowed.  Lacking trees to moderate the snow glare under the sun, the open 

snowfield could cause temporary blindness to people ever since their ancestors.  A pair of big eyes 

in such environment would then reduce one’s awareness of the approaching predator.  Temporary 

blindness also reduced their success in hunting.  In other words, yearlong environment forced 

human beings’ ancestors there to carry smaller eyes with thicker eyelids; and the multiple folds 

for their eyelids thus became less noticeable.  Due to the highly restricted gene exchange in the 

northern part of Euro-Asia land, the chance for single eyelid fold and the multiple eyelid fold 

characteristic to reinforce on each other was scarce.  Of course, gene exchange must also happen 

between the northern and southern ancestors in the Far East Asia.  The result is this: in the southern 

part of Far East Asia, the average peoples’ eyes show something in between in such a spectrum—

medium size of eye opening, with noticeable but not outstandingly conspicuous double eyelid 

folds, less prominent Y orientation. 

 

 

 

e. Nose 

 
 

Aqua life may render us an explanation why the monkeys in the New World had their nostrils 

flare wider apart than their Old World counterparts.  

 

It seems that it is a universal phenomenon that most mammals’ nostrils were located quite far 

apart from each other.  The primates prolonged unique history of sky watching not only had pulled 

their eyes closer, but had also squeezed their nostrils closer together. In contrast, many amphibious 

animals we see today, such as crocodile, hippos, frogs, not only their bulge eyes are still far apart, 

but so also are their nostrils. However, the distance contraction between the eyes as well as the 

nostrils processed very slowly.  When their nostrils still quite far apart from each other, some of 

the ancient primates migrated to the nowadays New World at the time the South American and 

African continents were still neighbors in close distance. Over there, they preserved some 

historical evidence about the primate evolution journey.  

 

Gradually, the South American continent drifted farther and farther away.  Weather in the New 

World could sometimes be quite devastating, particularly in areas near the ocean, but the thick 

woods there offered them good protection. Therefore, it was very possible that the New World 

monkeys completely isolated themselves from the water life quite some time ahead of the Old 

World counterparts.  In other words, while the monkey in the old world still basically evolved in 

water, those in the new world would have begun their land life, which exerted no critical force to 

change the shape of their nose.  So even after many species had diverged from the first few batches 

of immigrants, the offspring retained the more widely separated nostrils. In the Old World, lemurs 

are also found to have two nostrils open sideways, because they left the water life earlier that the 

monkeys of the old world.  After the New World monkeys parted away, the Old World's monkeys-

to-be continued to indulge themselves in water, a life handed down by their ancestors.   The price 
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to continue to stay in water was the extensive sky watching, which in turn continued to squeeze 

their nostrils together. 

 

Here comes the funny part of the term for the new world monkeys: The term New World 

assigned for them is quite misleading, because they actually retained the features of the older 

versions of monkey, while the monkeys in the Old World actually show up with newer and newer  

versions. 

 

Among the Mediterranean group of Homo sapiens, the ancestors leading to some blacks 

abandoned the water life earlier than that of whites. Indeed, the similarities between the whites and 

blacks mentioned a few paragraphs back do not cover all blacks. It is quite noticeable that quite a 

high percentage of black people have a broader nose base. The earlier isolation from water life 

gave the remote ancestors of the blacks less time to pull their nostrils together.  Their hood over 

the two nostrils had to follow this geometrical requirement accordingly.  As to the ancestors of the 

whites, longer aqua life enforced their nostrils to pull closer, as well as elevating the bone structure 

around the nose.  If we assume the ancestors of the whites in about the same physical size of the 

blacks, then, they both need the same amount of oxygen to sustain the body activity. In order to 

have the same intake of oxygen, the whites need a more raised and subsequently more pointedly 

looking hood over the nostrils that have been so pulled closer to each other. 

 

When we mention that a major portion of the blacks have closer kinship with the whites, we 

cannot exclude that some of them may be the offspring of some ancestors who have their gene 

quite heavily mixed with some Asian hominid in the old time or Asian Homo sapiens in modern 

time.  So, when we use the term “Negroid” to group people in the African land, it may not be as 

precise as the term Mongoloid that is used in grouping people in Far Asia.    
 

 

 

 

 

f. Settling for Land Life 
 
 

Geographically, an utmost bigger portion of blacks would have ancestors who had closer 

affinity to Mediterranean Sea than to Pacific Ocean.  The map of tectonic plate development 

showed that, ever since 14 million years ago, the Earth had a long period of time in which an 

extensively big water body was enclosed by the land of the future Europe, Asia, and Africa.  With 

such special environment, a great diversity of aqua apes would have been given rise around such 

water body; these apes were “sent” to various areas by Nature.  As far as comfort was concerned, 

Africa should be the first choice for these apes because of its milder temperature, the abundant 

supply of food (before Sahara took shape, though), and the closeness in distance. This 

Mediterranean water cradle continued to last for a long time even after land hominids first appeared 

in this world.  Before Sahara settled, hominids between African heartland and Mediterranean 

region should have close blood relationship because of constant seasonal migration among them. 

On the other hand, if we look at Fig. 6, 7, and 8, we can tell that a big island gradually drifted away 

from Africa and finally docked at Asia to become the India subcontinent. This island, then, before 

it so settled as seen today, would have had a long history serving as a bridge wedding the primates 
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between Africa and Asia.   As it moved closer and closer to near where nowadays Iran was, 

Caucasian/white hominids had the chance to infiltrate this land, too.   Eventually, Indian Ocean 

became too large to cross between this land and Africa without modern vessel, but Europe became 

way closer.  As a result of this geographical evolution, people on this land generally have darker 

hue on skin, but strong Caucasian facial contour.  However, their overall body size are not quite 

as massive as the whites and blacks―a quite typical Asian expression.   
 

Seasonal migrations of hominids between the African heartland and the Mediterranean region, 

regardless how popular and how intense they once were, must come to stop after Sahara finally 

took shape.  A twenty-four-thousand-year-old artifact of a woman’s head unearthed in France 

(Fig.16) seemed further to suggest that large scale of immigration, either in or out of Africa, had 

not been happening for a long period of time.  The feature shown by this artifact is virtually the 

same looking of the contemporary Caucasian woman.  It means that after twenty-four thousand 

years, that particular group of human beings expressed by this artifact has taken no change on their 

facial feature.  This further means that the same stabilization of facial feature can easily be retracted 

backward for another twenty-four thousand years.  So here is another evidence to put the out-of-

Africa theory in doubt.  

 

So far, in Europe, almost the only fossil evidence, if Neanderthal is not included, for early 

activity of Homo sapiens in Europe is a Cro-Magnon skull, which is dated for an age of about 

50,000 years.  This is not to say that fossil of older version of ancestors of nowadays Europeans 

could never be found on this land.  But statistic so suggested by this rare finding would well hint 

a time schedule that European Home sapiens was the latest among all races that we know of today 

to have permanently dissociated themselves with water life.  When everyone else searched a new 

life on land, their ancestors persistently foraged in the water basket.    

 

There are another two biological traits read from the European face to suggest their ancestors’ 

especially prolonged water life.  (1) If we look at their profile image, their upper jaw shrinks more 

backward behind their forehead and (2) their male’s facial hair in area below the nose is thicker 

than any other races.  Here is the explanation: 

 

Previously we mentioned how baby sucking over a swollen mammary gland helped to have 

human ancestors’ upper jaw shrunk.  But this was only part of the reason.   The ancient aqua apes 

had a long distance between their nose and the upper lip (refer to Fig. 3 for how this is suggested).  

In the phase of living that they felt more comfortable of floating in water with belly up, this part 

of their face below the nose provided a big area for the blood sucking insect to extract nutrition.  

To survive, these apes gradually shrank the palate bone to less protruding, meanwhile growing 

hair in this area for protection.   One may ask why this strategy of evolution has not affect the area 

of their front cheeks.  In those days that brutality was the norm of life, the males must hunt and 

brought food back for the community to survive.  As a result of hunting, blood stain from the 

animals they killed would concentrated around their mouth; skin around this area soaked with 

blood naturally attracted more swarming from the insect than in other body areas.   So, the longer 

water life the apes so had, the more shrinkage of the palate bone and also the thicker facial hair 

below the nose would result.   The Europeans’ most shrunk palate bone and the most profuse facial 

hair thus strongly suggest the longest water life period for the Caucasians’ ancestors.    Of course 

their more forwardly developed chest frame would also so suggest a long water living, but this 
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physique is not unique to them, but well shared by a dominant population of Negroid, too.   

Prolonged need of swimming in water gave them the time to develop their chest frame.        

 

      
  

 

 
 

 

 As far as the proportion of body-limbs is concerned, the Asian Homo sapiens have 

comparatively shorter legs.  This is another way to suggest that the Asian ancestors in the remotely 

old time had to be pushed out of water to spend more time on land, and more probably on trees, 

because of the violent weather.  Longer legs were needed for those that must kick for a higher 

speed in water, a training so indispensable for survival in a water environment.  Fig. 17 suggests a 

statistic scenario regarding the time progression of water life for each major species of primate 

that would eventually evolve into Homo sapiens.   
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g. Migration and Nature 

 
 

In those primitive days, when the ancestors of qua apes and hominids must depend on the food 

supply that was only provided by nature in the wild, seasonal migration must be a common event 

for them.  The not yet consolidated island belt offered convenient voyage route for them.  Each 

migration caravan might not cover the entire distance from Gibraltar to the Far East Asian coast 

or from the north shore to the south shore of Mediterranean Sea, but one or two thousand 

kilometers yearly for many groups should not be a mission with too much difficulty.  Some 

caravans may even cover broader ranges than these and their migrating period may be several 

years. Migration territories overlapping by groups coming from different locals should be very 

frequent.  

 

During the overlapping, both gene exchange and gene elimination naturally took place.  Their 

frequent and intense migration may also have been one reason for one common linguistic 

phenomenon: today, from West to East, many ethnic groups have almost the same elementary 

pronunciation in their language for mother, which sounds like “ma.”  In contrast, the equally 

important word for “father” in modern society sounds widely different between locations.  The 
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reason is that the need for a sound for “father” in human society appeared much later and only 

after hominids lost the need and convenience for intense migration. 

 

Among the seasonal migrations, those moving north and south bounds should happen with 

more intensity, more frequency, and being more voluntarily than those moving between east and 

west bounds.  This pattern of migration can be derived from the migration made by the nowadays 

migrating birds and migrating ocean animals.  The major reason were basically two: (1) pursuing 

a more comfortable temperature and (2) animal as food source were also migrating, and plants as 

food grew and perished seasonally but profoundly influenced by local temperature. 

 

The existence of frequent north-and-southbound migrations of hominids in the Mediterranean 

region of the old time is evidenced by the look of the Middle East people.  Placing the physical 

feature of European people at one end of the physique spectrum and people from the African 

heartland at another end, we would find that people around the Middle East possess features that 

could be considered as mixture of these two extremes: their skin color is of a medium hue of brown 

shade between whites and blacks, their hair form is more relaxing than the tightly curled hair of 

African people but not as straight as European people’s either, and their nose is tall and pointed, 

but the nose base may be quite broad too.  As to their eyes, since there is no too much difference 

on the eye shape between European people and African people, so are the eyes among the Middle 

East people. Compared to the eye shape of the Far East Asians, Middle East people’s eye could be 

easily grouped with closer kinship to Europeans and blacks than to Far East Asians.  While the 

physical features of the Middle East people are found in the middle of a spectrum, they are also 

found geographically located between the whites in the north and the blacks in the south. 

 

Nevertheless, however, it seems that there is more resemblance between Middle East people 

and European people than between Middle East people and people from the African heartland. 

That was because Sahara began to forbid the migration route deep into the African heartland one 

million years ago. 

 

There is also one characteristic that makes the Middle East people uniquely stand closer to the 

European and African people than to the people from the Far East Asian coast.  It is quite apparent 

that the average males of European, black, and Middle East people have thicker facial hair and 

denser body hair than the Far East Asians males. Interestingly, however, when comparing the 

females between all these people, the Mediterranean females, including blacks, do not show 

conspicuously more hairy than females from the Far East Asians. This can be explained in the 

following: 

 

Hair, or fur, is fundamentally a result for the need of resisting insect biting by a body.  Males' 

much denser facial hair would lead to a hint that males historically faced far more extensive insect 

swarming than females, who practically have no facial hair. This is understandable because there 

was a long history that males must go hunting in the woods or on open land where insect 

bombardment was a norm, while their female partners or harems caring their babies at the water 

homes.  Before the appearance of effective implementation of tools, primates' hunting in the old 

days could only rely on their jaws to achieve a kill. After the kill and the enjoyment of meat, blood 

stain around the mouth was their inevitable face "painting" with a heavy smell, which could only 

attract high concentration of blood sucking insects.  Heavy facial hair was then desirable for a 
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protection.  As to the females that stayed home, not only did they made less direct hunting because 

of the males’ contribution, but also they were closer to water more often, and bloodstain could be 

cleaned easily and frequently.  All these led the females' face developing no reason to grow hair 

around the mouth.  Overall, the water shielding effect substantially reduced the females' need to 

grow heavy body hair.  Of course, the similar situation that demanded protection from body hair 

should have existed in the Far East Asia, but the violent weather condition in the Far East Asia 

forcefully reduced the intensity of insect swarming there. The higher concentration of sickle cell 

phenomenon among the sub-Sahara people as well as some areas near Mediterranean Sea should 

give us a clue that bloodsucking insects did show more menacing in the Ancient Mediterranean 

Sea region. 

   

Now, we seem to have come to another point to deduce that chimpanzee may not have directly 

spun off from a lineage that led to our existence; there may have existed some species buffering in 

between.  The male chimpanzees are not found carrying facial hair conspicuously thicker than the 

females.  Of course, their females have carried far more facial fair than the human females to have 

reduced the contrast, but their males are not found to carry thicker facial hair in comparison to a 

big portion of the human males. Some human males’ facial hair can look as thick as the hair on 

their scalp.  This is an indirect hint to tell us that the lineage leading to our existence had a long 

history in which the males carrying hunting trophy home to keep the community surviving.  They 

began doing this before the time that the chimpanzees’ ancestors ventured into the woods.  We can 

imagine that, living in water with bare skin, always clung by one or two or even more babies, the 

females of the aqua apes could not be efficient hunters.  Without easy access to some “free” food, 

the babies, even the mothers, may easily get starved.  The only one that can contribute the free 

food could only be their males. 

 

Away from the water life, the chimpanzee females must grow more hair to protect their face 

in order to fend off the bloodsucking insects.  They foraged next to the males; this subsequently 

imposed no burden to the males to contribute their hunting to the community.  It is true that, filling 

their menu with a diet of more vegetation dominance after they venture into the woods, blood 

stains were no longer a trademark on their face if they ever possessed them. However, if their male 

ancestors had acquired the dense facial hair during the period of water living, arboreal living had 

not brought them a reason to lose the same: their undesirable “body guard”, the bloodsucking 

insects, just followed them with omnipresence.  So, while still in water, their males ancestors had 

not acquired a unique feature of thick facial hair.  Therefore, chimpanzees did not inherit the 

community behavior that was developed by our direct ancestors.  Our direct ancestors, when still 

dwelling in water in very early time, already committed the males to contribute their hunting (with 

high frequency on land) for a better survival of the community. 
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h. Fire, Tools, and Civilization 
 

 

Among those hominids leading to the descendants of blacks, whites, and Asians, it is hard to 

say which group used fire first.  It is even hard to determine that Neanderthal had not use fire ahead 

of our ancestors.  One thing that could be certain is that those living in the more northern areas had 

one more reason in desiring to get access to fire than the others: to get warmed.  In the old time, 

they needed the fire for warmth during cold time, or even during some cold nights in warm seasons.  

This led those northern ancestors to more frequent usage of fire. The illumination effect of fire 

subsequently extended the brighter duration of the day for them. 

 

No matter where a person is located on Earth, the average amount of daylight time is the same 

for everyone in a year, although daylight intensity may be different according to different latitudes. 

The bright period of the day extended by the usage of fire did come out as a big advantage to them 

for information exchange and civilization accumulation. This extra opportunity of information 

exchange and accumulation might not have anything to do to result in a bigger brain for those 

hominids. However, among the hominids in similar situation, there were rival groups. Those times 

were eras dominated by rule of jungle. If the offspring of a certain group of hominids could not 

have brain big enough to store and process the increasingly accumulated information, they might 

be wiped out by other rival group. Compared to other animals, hominids gradually put more and 

more of the brain factor to intensify the rule of jungle. Fire usage certainly triggered such brain 

factor to become more dominant in their life. 

 

In the section of “Hominids”, we mentioned that the talent of tool using must be accompanied 

with each batch of aqua hominids in the transition of becoming land hominids. However, the talent 

of tool using might be locally restricted if information exchange, or communication, was absent 

from their social life. Without advanced communication skill, the tool using talent among 

chimpanzees is limited to links between mother and child. With advanced communication skill, 

which was reinforced by the extra opportunity offered by fire, hominids spread their talent within 

a much wider network of social members. Fire usage therefore played an irreplaceable role in 

escalating civilization. 

 

Proportional to a body size, Caucasians/whites are found to have the smallest teeth among all 

races. The smaller teeth was to accommodate the backwardly shrinking of the upper jaw.  This 

means that their ancestors had the poorest natural weapon to survive in the wild.  Therefore, the 

ancestors of the Caucasians/whites must rely on more tool implementation in their life at an earlier 

evolution stage to avoid extinction. Will this contradict to the deduction that their ancestors left 

the water life the latest?  Not necessary.  They can be tool user and living in water at the same 

time.  On the other hand, neither could we exclude that their smaller teeth was a result of cultural 

selection after their ancestors felt to have achieved a certain security against the wildness through 

tool usage. 
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i. Venus Figurines 
 

 

All Venus figurines discovered in Europe were of women that were almost unexceptionally 

oversize, even judged with standard of today’s society, which is supposedly more materially 

abundant than those primitive societies.  The majority of these figurines were found produced 

twenty-two thousand years or more before today.  A well-done piece Venus of Willendorf was 

about twenty-five thousand years old; while the oldest, so far, Venus of Hohle Fels, was about 

forty thousand years old.  They were thus produced in a warmer time period preceding the last Ice 

Age. About the same period of time, cave paintings were also found flourishing. With the art skill 

detected from the cave painting, probably it is fair to say that these overwhelmingly fleshy figures 

may not have been any kind of exaggeration but reality presented by the old-time artists. 

 

A woman with the body figure depicted by these figurines could not have an active part in 

hunting, at least not too often at all.  Indeed, if she ever appeared in the hunting field, her comrades 

would have to pay more attention to her safety than hunting.  Similar figures are found covered a 

broad range of land, from France to Russia.  So their meaty figures should be more of a depiction 

of reality other than a religious wish by people spreading in such a big area.  That women did not 

have to hunt was made possible only if the men could bring back enough food.  Combining with 

the fact that animals are found so dominantly occupying in the cave paintings, we may imagine 

that Europe in those times may be a land of plenty. Without too much effort, men could bring back 

more than enough. 

 

With the body type we learn from these figurines, we may also imagine that human beings in 

this region relied on animal as their absolute main diet.  A menu nearly devoid of meat offers 

people very slim chance to become oversize.  Besides, their bare skin must demand meat diet to 

provide them with enough energy to resist the coldness in that area. Indeed, human beings 

possessing body forms depicted by those figurines may even be descendants of someone who had 

been completely isolated from aqua life not too long ago. (One hundred thousand or two hundred 

thousand years are not too long in evolution history.)  More often than not, the physique of aqua 

animal shows more roundness and the physique of terrestrial animal shows more pronouncing 

muscle tone.  The physiques of these women thus strongly related human beings with a past aqua 

life.  With so much resource naturally available, food competition between ethnic groups needed 

not have to be fierce.  As soon as each group did not over invade other’s territory, war may not 

happen too often.  This indirectly tells us that ancestors of modern men may not have been the 

culprit who pushed the Neanderthal to extinct, regardless who had been more intelligent or more 

able.  The ancestors of modern men may not have inflicted direct violence on the Neanderthals, 

and they may not have depleted their food source either. Some other factors may have contributed 

to the Neanderthals’ extinction. 

 

The last Neanderthal was found leaving the world about thirty-two thousand years ago, in a 

time human ancestor felt they were in a land of plenty.  If we look at the skeleton of the 

Neanderthal, we find that their abdominal area should have been a fat storage tank.  Meat eating 

was favorable to fat accumulation.  Neanderthals were meat eaters.  On a land that was plenty, 

they did not have to struggle hard to get food.  Subsequently they did not have enough physical 

exercise to dissipate the excessive energy they built up in their body.  A warmer climate did not 

demand too much of their body energy to spend on cold resistance either.  Gradually, heart failure 
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became a misfortune that they could not shake off.  Furthermore, fat accumulation reduced their 

agility and mobility.  This may lead them quite often to become hunted other than hunters, who 

had not yet developed efficient weapons in the game of predator competition.  There may be 

another factor contribute to their extinction.  Their average height was about five feet six inches 

for the males, and even about five feet for the females.  These are not very big frames, but their 

adults had a brain size of two hundred cubic centimeters more than ours.  So their babies may 

always have unusually big heads for the birth canal of the not-so-big mothers; birth complication 

may be a frequent accident that only modern medical technology can solve. 

 

In their time, brain factor was still an important factor in supporting the survival under the rule 

of jungle. With their brain size, it may not be necessarily justified to speculate that their intelligence 

had been more slowly developed than our ancestors.  We had no reason to determine that the brain 

factor was the pronounced reason for them to be defeated if conflicts between them and ancestors 

of modern human being must occur.  Something similar to ask is like this: With the current shift 

of population between races, a mathematical asymptote of zero seems to be the only choice for the 

population of Caucasians/whites to approach to.  If such asymptote ever becomes reality, can we 

determine that it is so resulted because Caucasians/whites are less intelligent than other races?  

 

Finally, it is highly inevitable that each human race has cannibalistic ancestors in the past.  We 

need not to beautify any race on this matter; we found no ground to beautify it either. The only 

difference is which civilization has first abandoned this natural survival strategy and influenced 

the others to abandon the same as well.   Primates overall are by no means mellow and benevolent 

animals of any kind, particularly the male ones.  Their violence, driven by greed, is fundamentally 

inspired by their size and their intelligence until they face outside rules.  Different from other 

primates, Homo sapiens’ violence can be moderated to a certain degree by education.   However, 

it still depends on many other elements.  The same education does not guarantee to result in the 

same moderation among different groups of people.  They show violence to their own kind, they 

show violence to their surroundings.  If Mother Nature ever speaks, she would say: “Homo sapiens, 

you are the biggest pests I ever have on Earth!” 

 

 

J. The Concept Led by DNA Study about Human Evolution 
 

 

In some previous paragraphs, we briefly touch the relationship between DNA study and human 

evolution.     This author feel the view guided by DNA study to be quite unreliable. Fundamentally, 

the campus of establishment must decline that the wild apes have more chromosome than Homo 

sapiens.  In so doing, they use the term DNA fusion to cover such a fact.     With their fusion 

assertion, they must bring themselves into trouble to explain how monkeys with more 

chromosomes (Brown woolly monkeys, for example, 62 chromosomes in haploid count) than apes. 

Incessant fusion again and again?  How would their DNA mutation theory support this number 

reduction on chromosomes for new species to appear?    Human beings have 23 pairs of 

chromosomes, almost the least among the primates, but they are the most advance species among 

all animals as far as intelligence is concerned.  From the derivation shown in all the previous 

paragraphs, their direct ancestors have gone through the most dramatic environmental change from 

one era to another era, but their ancestors were able to overcome all these changes but continue to 

retain the relatively lower chromosome count.  On the other hand, live organism having 23 counts 
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of chromosome pairs is not limited to human beings, but other animals, too, such as nilgai, grey 

vole (https://zyxo.wordpress.com/2009/06/27/list-of-animal-species-with-46-chromosomes/, Aug 

5, 2017).   This is the other way nature tells us that it is not the count number of DNA determines 

the quality of a live organism, but the quality of DNA determines the quality of a live organism―a 

scheme of design is strongly suggested.  It then further leads to a message that DNA mutation has 

nothing to do with the progress of organism improvement.   

 

In this entire article, this author has not involve God, or any supernatural, to intervene  logic 

derivation about human biological development, but consistently base the argument along the 

thinking line of natural evolution that the conventional evolutionists feel dear.  In so doing, we can 

tell how much fallacious idea we can find from conventional evolutionists in the same regard.    

Fundamentally, we can easily find that their explanation is in a position against their own logic.     

Without an intelligent design and guidance, no biological organism can come to where Homo 

sapiens has arrived at.   Therefore, as far as this author is concerned, I strongly believe that Natural 

selection is a process in which God’s design is at work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Linage Diagram of Primates
 

 

Fig. 18 is a summary to all of the previous discussion in this article.  A “tree of evolution” of 

the primates so proposed is drawn.  In this diagram, almost the entire trunk (in light blue) of such 

a tree is inside the green patch, which represents the water environment.   
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All the orange branches represent the terrestrial primate lineages, and the dark grayish branches 

represent some possible linages of aqua primates.  The tree trunk stopped to exist in water as the 

result of appearance of some land hominids, such as Java man, Peking man, Neanderthal, Homo 

sapiens… This diagram strongly suggest that the appearance of various primate species is more 

like in a pattern of bush other than from a unique tree, as the “tree” in this diagram continues to 

reface itself for new species to spring up as time advances.    
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